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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
• God has been expelled from

the public classroom.
• One million illiterates will re

ceive high school diplomas
this year.

• Teen drug & alcohol abuse,
pregnancy, and violence have
reached new heights.

A John Birch Society
Video Presentation

WHO SHALL
TEACH?
The Case For
Separation of
School and State

written by William F. Jasper
narrated by G. Edward Griffin

A stimulating video
presentation detailing the
deteriorating condition of
public education in America
that shows what must be
done to rescue this country
from being "A Nation At
Risk." (VHS, 60 minutes)

$25.00
each-

-Add 10% for postage and handling.

available from:

GENERAL BIRCH SERVICES CORP.
395 Concord Avenue 2650 Mission Street
Belmont, MA 02178 San Marino, CA 91108

What Principle?

Two recent letters to the editor contest
statements made in my letter of January
18th concerning the position of the Lib
ertarian Party on various public issues .
They illustrate again the observation that
many who profess support for the Liber
tarian Party have little familiarity with
the Party's official position as expressed
in its national platform.

For example, one of the letters states:
"The LP is skewed towards anarchy only
if one believes a small , limited govern
ment in the Jeffersonian mold constitutes
anarchy." It is not as innocent as that. The
1984 platform states: "We recognize the
right to political secession. This includes
the right of secession by political entities,
private groups, or individuals." What
couldbe more completely anarchistic than
the right of individual secession? This is
not merely a prescription for limited gov
ernment "in the Jeffersonian mold"; it is
a blank check for political chaos. It is a
false alternative to offer a choice exclu
sively between the Libertarians' "right of
secession" and the encroaching totalitar
ianism being woven about us by both ma
jor parties. There is a much better way
than either of these .

One of the letters states that "Liber
tarians would not allow child pornogra
phy, for example." This opinion is count
ered by the Party's statement in the 1984
Platform: ''We oppose all legally created
or sanctioned discrimination against (or
in favor of) children ." It is possible to be
in favor of one position or the other, but
not both; the Libertarian Party itself has
ruled out any legal sanctions against child
pornography. Moreover, the platform
states: "Children should always have the
right to establish their maturity by as
suming the administration and protection '
of their own rights, ending dependency
upon their parents or other guardians and
assuming all the responsibilities of adult
hood."

One of the letter writers offers as a de
fense of the decriminalization of drugs ,
pornography and prostitution: ''The gov
ernment has no right to interfere in the
consensual activities of adults. " If one
combines this right with children's rights
to assume "all the responsibilities of
adulthood ," then it follows that children
must be allowed the use of drugs, the
practice of prostitution, the consumption
(or production) of pornography , or the
purchase of a gun. In addition , all statu
tory rape laws would be void.

One writer protests that the Libertar
ian Party is not indifferent to Communist

expans ion. To be fair to the Libertarians,
their platform does say: ''Werecognizethe
necessity for maintaining a sufficient mil
itary force to defend the United States
against aggression." At the same time, it
states elsewhere: ''We support the even
tual repeal ofall taxation." To begin with,
the abolition ofall taxes implies that there
is no realm - 'none - in which govern
ment is needed - anarchy again. A na
tional defense without taxes to support it
is inconceivable. A government without
paid police and judiciary cannot even
carry out those governmental functions
that the Libertarians themselves grudg
ingly allow as proper. One can only won
der which of these positions is the true
Libertarian one.

There .is, however, a dangerous implicit
constraint in the national defense plank .
It seems that only the territory of the
United States shall be defended; ifthe Ba
hamas , British Columbia or Chihuahua
fall to Soviet imperialism, that is no con
cern of ours. (Is this not indifference to
Commuhist expansion?) Combine this,
now, with the plank on Immigration,
which says: ''We therefore call for the

, elimination of all restrictions on immi
gration." Could the United States, strong
as it is, survive the avalanche of refugees
from everywhere else in the world, urr
impeded by immigration laws and their
enforcement?

Beyond that, there is the profound
moral question of whether or not we have
a responsibility to preserve and extend po
litical freedoms throughout the globe.Are
we to becomea nation ofCains who guile
fully and guiltily shrug off all responsi
bility for the very lives of the weak and
the helpless in Afghanistan, Cambodia,
Ethiopia and every other Communist
hell? Is the parable ofthe GoodSamaritan
of no relevance to international affairs?
AsAbraham Lincoln said, "Our defense is
in the spirit which prizes liberty as the
heritage of all men, in all lands every
where. Destroy this spirit and you have
planted the seeds of despotism at your
own doors."

One of the letter writers exalts the Lib
ertarian Party as the Party of Principle.
But what principle? He states it as the
principle "that, except for the initiation of
force or fraud, a citizen should be free to
do whatever he wishes with his life, his
labor, and his property. The same applies
to nations in their dealing with other na
tions. If force or fraud is initiated, the
transgressor is brought to justice through
legal channels or, that failing, through
self-defense."

The Finns, Estonians, Lithuanians,



Latvians, Poles, Czechs , Hungarians,
Bulgarians, Ukrainians, Romanians, Cu
bans, Chinese, Nicaraguans, Angolans,
Mozambicans, Tibetans, etc . must be
kicking themselves for not having
thought of that. They have only to appeal
to the World Court or the United Nations ;
should they get little satisfaction from
these organs of justice, they can always
retroactively take up arms in self defense.

And what ofhemophiliacs and other in
nocents who have received transfusions of
blood from AIDS carriers, some of whom
have openly and maliciously declared
their intent to infect others? Are the car
riers merely living their lives according to
their own lights? They have not initiated
force, nor have they committed fraud, but
they have committed a crime against their
victims, a crime whose consequences are
irreversible and for which there can be no
restitution. Yet the most recent platform
ofthe Libertarian Party says: ''We oppose
government-mandated contact tracing."
At the very least, the Libertarian Party's
central principle is inadequate.

The Libertarian Party also parrots the
Marxist canard about the Panama canal.
In a section titled "Colonialism," it says:
''The United States should liquidate its
government-run canal operation in Pan
ama and withdraw all U.S. troops from
the Canal Zone." The fact of the matter is
that the U.S. never had a canal in Pan
ama; it was in the U.S. Territory of the
Canal Zone, acquired legally by treaty
and purchase from an eager and willing
government of Panama at the turn of the
century . Unfortunately, the Democrats
and Repubicans have collaborated to re
alize this plank of the Libertarian Party.
Shamefully, it was done in contravention
of the law and in an unconstitutional
manner to boot.

The Party of Principle? Rubbish! While
it may be true, as one of the writers says,
that there are only three national political
parties today, I emphatically do not agree
that the Libertarian Party "is the place
conservatives ought to be in 1988." My
conscience forbids me to support any of
the three. It is a reproach to the American
people that they have not risen up in
wrath against all of them.

W.S. KROGDAHL

Lexington, Kentucky

Wait and See

All the "fuss" about Libertarians and
Ron Paul got me to thinking. Look at all
the presidents we've had in office before.
The Democrats thought they had what
they wanted , but found out the guy wasn't
what they thought. The Republicans had
the same experience.

I don't go too much for the Libertarian
Party, but the experience related above
makes me think. If the Republicans and

Democrats are surprised to find how their
men turn out different than they ex
pected, who's to say Ron Paul is going to
follow the Libertarian line any more than
the Republicans or Democrats follow
theirs? Ron Paul could give us a pleasant
surprise.

I'm not saying I'll vote for him - I sent
him a donation, and I also sent a donation
to Pat Robertson. Nevertheless, my mind
is still open - I might even vote for some
body else. I'm waiting to see who runs,
and how things turn out.

KEITH C. DAULTON
Madera, California

Barnes is Believable

Upon seeing the article, ''The Last ofthe
Bohicans, Scott Barnes' story of living
paws," by Kirk Kidwell, a light went on
in my head. ''That is the book Father
Charles told me about!" I said to myself.
Father Charles is the oldest son ofColonel
Charles E. Shelton, the only officially
listed POW, to whom BOHICA is dedi
cated. Through him I was able to obtain
a copy of the book, since it can't be found
in bookstores. It is quite lengthy (768
pages), so I haven't read all of it, but
enough that I can say on behalf of the
author that I believe with all my heart
and soul that he is telling the truth.

Scott Barnes has suffered six years
trying to get his story heard and believed.
He has been threatened, he has lost his
family, and he has had his phone tapped.
Furthermore, he is being discredited left
and right.

I appeal to everyone who reads this let
ter to please believe Barnes' story and
pray to our Almighty Father for our be
loved POWslMIAs that they may soon
comehome and be greeted with open arms
by their fellow Americans.

MRs. JEANINE M. NOTTER
Riverside, California

Credit Where It's Due

I held a major credit card from a large
bank and kept getting notices in my
monthly billing that said something like,
"Every time you use your card we donate
a percentage to.. ." and someleft-wing so
cial effort would be named .

I got fed up with such nonsense, so I
requested a bank card application from a
bank that advertised in THE NEW AMER
ICAN. When I received the card, I cut up
my old one, mailed it back with a terse
explanation ofmy reasons, and have been
supporting our advertisers ever since.

REV. KEVAN C. BARLEY

St. Paul Independent Methodist Church
Caledonia, Mississippi

Letters to the Editor should be
typewritten and doublespaced.
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A Portrait of the Artiste
Poseurs proliferate when politicians patronize the arts

Your Tax Dollars At Work
$6,000 to film falling crepe paper
(plus an inspirational Caribbean vacation)
courtesy of the National Endowment for
the Arts - and you.

I look forward to the day when the
workman comes home, opens a can of
beer, turns on the T.V. and watches the
Metropolitan Opera.
- Michael Straight, former deputy
chairman ofthe National Endowment for
the Arts

Would you shell out $3,000 of your
hard-earned cash to pay for a giant 40
foot pair of cowboy boots for an exhibit
in downtown Washington D.C.? Then
perhaps you would be willing to donate
to a $750,000 fund so that 300 well-paid
collegeprofessors could attend a summer
retreat in the country to "clarify their
understanding ofthe fundamental issues
facing modern society."Well then, maybe
you would prefer to invest $7,500 for the
continued support of the Physics/Con
sciousness Research Group's floating
museum. Or, how about spending $3,000
to aid future publishing projects at Gay
Sunshine, a literary magazine based in
San Francisco?

Well, guess what . Thanks to the bu
reaucratic wisdom of the National En
dowment for the Arts (NEA) and its sis
ter agency, the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH), more than $350
million a year in tax dollars have been
diverted to these and thousands of other
arts and humanities boondoggles.

Axrogant~sProponents

Proponents of federally-subsidized art
claim that it promotes the general wel
fare and enriches the lives ofthe masses.
In addition, they claim that federal
spending has actually triggered an artis
tic renaissance in the Republic. Some
have even gone so far as to state that
taxpayer support of the arts eases urban
tensions, improves mental health, and
fosters tourism.

A few years ago, during a Senate sub
committee hearing, Jimmy Carter's NEA
chairman, Livingston Biddle, seriously
suggested that the government's arts
programs were effective in reducing
truancy rates in the public schools, and
that they also eliminated problems

caused by ethnic differences. Arguing for
a funding increase , Biddle said that,
"through the arts, young people[fromthe
inner-cities] were becoming more inter
ested in education."

The truth is, as Dr. Edward C.Banfield
argued in his book, The Democratic
Muse, arts funding should be thought of
like any other government spending pro
gram. It uses the power of the State to
transfer resources from taxpayers to fa
vored individuals and institutions.

Unlike traditional welfare programs
- which claim to aid the poor- arts and
humanities funding goes to support the
work of a socially elite minority in our
society.Because ofgovernment interven
tion, thousands ofindustrious blue-collar
workers are taxed and their money is
used to subsidize things like grand opera
and modern abstract art. Given a choice,
many Americans use their dollars to sup
port Country & Western music, Norman
Rockwell reprints, and realist cowboy
art.

To the politically-connected and artic
ulate elitists, the popular market choice
is not acceptable. This arrogant minority
has nothing but contempt for the artistic
preferences of the average American.
Therefore, they have few qualms about
using tax dollars for their pet arts

schemes as a way to re-educate and uplift
the masses.

The History of~s Funding
The Constitution fails to mention gov

ernment support of the arts. Seeing the
abuses that occurred under the royal pa
tronage system practiced for centuries in
Europe, in their wisdom the Founding
Fathers left the support of the arts up to
the voluntary choices of each American.

However, this did not stop the arts pro
moters from attempting to get their piece
of the federal spending pie. Plans to es
tablish a systematic federal arts program
were first proposed by famous Connect
icut artist John Trumbull in 1826. In
1859, President James Buchanan and
again in 1879 Representative Samuel
Cox(D-NY) proposed establishing a fed
eral arts program. In 1909, President
Theodore Roosevelt appointed a 30
member CouncilofFine Arts. It was soon
disbanded when Congress refused to ap
propriate funds. Then President Frank
lin D. Roosevelt used $80 million of the

. taxpayers money for Federal Arts Proj
ects during the depression years. The
idea resurfaced again during the Eisen
hower and Kennedy Administrations.

The final marriage of art and bureau
cracy formally occurred on September

6 THE NEW AMERICAN / MARCH 14, 1988



Surprisingly, the $87,000 spent on thisHartford, Connecticut scene was not used to clear the rubble but to put it in place.

29 , 1965 when President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed a bill establishing what
is now the National Endowment for the
Arts (NEA). The NEA, like the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the
Institute for Museum Services, is an in
dependent government agency that uses
tax dollars to underwrite a host of arts
projects, organizations, educational pro
grams, and scholarly projects. Since
1965, through the NEA alone, the Fed
eral Government has plowed over $4 bil
lion into an assortment of arts projects.

How to Get an Arts Grant
To receive an NEA grant - which

ranges from less than $1,000 to $1 mil
lion - an artist must fill out a very com
plex set of applications and send up to
10 copies to the NEA. The proposed art
project is then run through several bu
reaucratic channels and , if it survives, it
is ultimately submitted to a peer review
panel. If the project is approved, a check
is issued to the artist. Once the money
has been granted, there are no strings
attached. Individuals claiming to be art
ists are free to create or perform at will.
The arts lobby has convinced Congress
that standard accounting principles can-

THE NEW AMERICAN / MARCH 14, 1988

not measure the impact or effectiveness
of an NEA grant. As a result, the way
the current system is set up, there is very
little accountability to American taxpay
ers .

After President Johnson chose not to
run in 1968, and with the Republican vic
tory, there was hope that the NEA and
the NEH arts pork barrel might be
phased out by the Nixon Administration.
This, however, did not occur. In his book
Culture and Politics, Ronald Berman,
head of the NEH from 1971 to 1977,
wrote that Richard Nixon believed that
if he offered patronage to the nation's
artists and creative writers that they
might "like him better."

The Nixon Administration's goal was
to use the NEA and the NEH as a way
to reduce "the isolation ofRepublicanism
from the intellectual mainstream" of
America. Thus, with the support and
blessing of Richard Nixon, the NEA,
which began as another Great Society
spending program, became an en
trenched bureaucratic institution. Dur
ing the Nixon years, explains Berman,
the NEA expanded its audience and built
its constituencies and was able to garner
a greater percentage increase of budget

dollars than ever before. As a result,
NEA's budget went from $8 million in
1970 to more than ten times that amount
by the close of the decade.

In 1977, President Carter made Liv
ingston Biddle chairman of the NEA.
Biddle was a well-connected political op
erative who just happened to be the for
mer college roommate of Senator Clai
borne Pell (D-RI). Pell helped create the
NEA and NEH in 1965, and today he still
zealously oversees the Senate subcom
mittee work for the endowments. Coin
cidents such as these have led critics
from both the left and the right to charge
that the NEA has been politicized.

With the exception of President Rea
gan's first year in office - when they
were able to cut the NEA's budget by only
10 percent - Congress has consistently
voted to spend more money on the arts
than the Administration has requested.

That's Art?!!!
In 1977, Senator William Proxmire (D

WI) gave one of his infamous "Golden
Fleece" awards to NEA-funded artist
LeAnne Wilchusky of Pittsburgh. The
creative Ms. Wilchusky used her $6,000
NEA grant to make a 20-minute arts

7



at least 20 poems published in a maga
zine or anthology. In 1985, more than
1,000 potential taxpayer-supported
bards applied, and 126 received grants
of $12,500 each. During the past 21
years , the NEA has subsidized the work
of over 1,500 poets.

During a debate in the House in 1985
on the merits of the poem program, Rep
resentative Thomas DeLay (D-TX) and
two other Texas congressmen wanted to
read a few choice selections from the
works of these public poets. The con
gressmen wanted the program's backers
to knowjust what tax dollars were going
to support . The problem was, DeLay
could not read these poems aloud be
cause, under the rules of the House, it is
prohibited to print obscene materials in
the Congressional Record. And obscene
they were. One of these classic odes ex
pressed the joyous thoughts of a homo
sexual after he engaged in sodomy with
his lover. In another poem,a woman ren
ders an explicit description of an act of
oral sex.

In an attempt to defend the NEA porno
poets, Representative Les AuCoin (D
aR) charged that attempts to tamper
with or defund the poem program would
be "a step down the road toward govern
ment censorship."

When Representative Steve Bartlett
(R-TX) tried to offer a compromise
amendment "to stipulate that reasonable

Those idiots in dispatch
fouled up again! They're
sending a Remington painting
to the livestock show and
this pig to an art gallery.

obstruction. On September 1, 1987, the
saga of the ''Tilted Arc" came to an end
when a federal judge dismissed Serra's
lawsuit against the GSA. Richard M.
Schwartz, the assistant U.S. Attorney,
who argued the case for the government,
hailed the judge's decision as "a great
victory for both artistic freedom and com
mon sense."

In 1977, artist Carl Andre received an
$87,000 grant from the NEA and the
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving.
With the money,Andre created one ofthe
most infamous eyesores in Hartford,
Connecticut. In a vacant lot near the
downtown area , the artist had several
dozen boulders - each about three feet
in diameter - trucked in from the coun
tryside. Andre took time out of his busy
day to personally direct a bulldozer as it
placed each rock on the vacant lot. Once
his work was completed, Andre labeled
his masterpiece ''The Stone Field Sculp
ture, " and on one of the boulders he
placed a plaque that reads , "AGift to the
City of Hartford. "

The People's Porno Poems
The NEA also has a generous grant

program to support the distressed Amer
ican poetry industry. Tobe eligible to ap
ply for this NEA handout, a would-be
poet must have published at least one
book, longer than 48 pages, of anything
resembling poetry. Or, he must have had

film. Filming began on the Caribbean re
sort island ofSt. Maarten, where the art
ist and her cameraman husband stayed
for a week. Wilchusky later claimed that
she had to spend a week in St. Maarten
- at the height of the tourist season 
because it was an area that had "influ
enced her development as an artist."
Next, the inspired Ms. Wilchusky flewto
EI Paso, Texas, where she threw four
one-mile-longrolls ofcoloredcrepe paper
from two small airplanes. As the paper
fell to earth, she filmed the results.

Another classic in the annals of public
art history is the case ofthe ''Tilted Arc."
In 1981, based on the advice ofthe NEA,
"postminimalist" sculptor Richard Serra
was given a $175,000grant from the art
in-architecture program of the General
Services Administration (GSA). Serra,
who claims, "I don't think that it is the
function of art to be pleasing," once ex
hibited a live 97-pound pig in a cage as
a work of his art. ''Tilted Arc" is just
about as absurd. Serra's work is a 120
foot-long, 12-foot-high steel wall. It was
strategically placed by the artist to ob
struct pedestrian traffic in lower Man
hattan's Federal Plaza at the intersec
tion of Lafayette and Pearl Streets.

As if the work itself were not bad
enough, Serra's arc became corroded and
covered with graffiti. In 1985, the citi
zens of New York began circulating pe
titions, writing letters, and applying
pressure demanding that Serra's rusting
eysore be removed. Soon after , the re
gional GSAadministrator hinted that he
"might" have the sculpture removedfrom
the plaza.

The people's rebellion outraged the
artist and the NewYork arts community.
Serra's rusting steel plates became the
cause celebre for the avant garde art
world. Joan Mondale, the wife of the for
mer vice president who championed fed
eral funding for the arts during the Car
ter years , dismissed the hostile public
opinion and argued that people should
give Serra's work time to prove its "eter
nity." Serra could not wait for eternity.
Claiming that his constitutional right of
free speech would be violated if his wall
were removed, Serra filed a $30 million
lawsuit against the Federal Govern
ment .

The government's response to the law
suit and public outcry was to appoint a
$14,000 nine-member committee of ex
perts to study what to dowith the rusting

8 THE NEW AMERICAN / MARCH 14, 1988



A deluge of public complaints may result in removal of The Tilted Arcas afederal jUdge dismissed a$30 million suit bythe "artist"

socially acceptable standards have to be
considered in the granting of any NEA
award ,"AuCoinstrenuously objected.He
asked "who would have to make the de
termination" ofwhat is obsceneand what
is not? AuCoin added that "it is prepos
terous that if you think a work is dirty
you cut off funds to an agency that has
done a tremendous job."

Communist Propaganda Flicks
The NEA and the NEH also fund full

length feature films and documentaries .
Testament, starring Jane Alexander, is
one ofthe best-known NEA-fundedfilms.
This film is a post-atomic, holocaust, pac
ifist, anti-nuclear diatribe. It promotes
the idea of unilateral disarmament and
the ''better red than dead" philosophy.

American taxpayers also supported a
film called FarFrom Poland. This film is
so anti-American that it could have been
produced in the propaganda mills of the
Soviet Union. The film is the account of
a "true socialist" who wants to support
the Solidarity movement, but is warned
by the voice of Fidel Castro that, if she
did, she would be playing into the hands
of Ronald Reagan and American reac
tionaries.

Another film funded by the NEA is
called From the Ashes ... Nicaragua.
Former Reagan Administration NEH
chairman William Bennett, who is now
Education Secretary, called this film"un
abashed socialist-realist propaganda . . .
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a hymn to the Sandinistas and all 'of the
'wonderful' things that they have done."

No list of NEA-funded films would be
complete without mentioning The Afri
cans. This series , shown on PBS, blames
the West in general , and America in par
ticular, for all of Africa's social and po
litical problems. Time and again, the
host hails socialism, tribalism, animism,
Lenin and Marx as the great hope for
Africa.

The battle over public funding of the
arts is a microcosm of the entire failed
Reagan presidency. The NEA and the
NEH are like the Department of Energy
and Department of Education. Despite
repeated promises to supporters that
these departments and programs would
be abolished, the Administration has
chosen to be content with moderate
spending increases . As a result, the bu
reaucratic superstructure remains in
tact. And, because these programs have
survived, they have been able to build
and maintain a constituency and base of
support among key politicians from both
parties.

If a Republican is elected in 1988, the
NEA and the NEH can probably expect
to be serviced as they were under the
Reagan Administration. If a big-spend
ing liberal Democrat assumes office,
rather than having to expend political
capital to create an all-new arts program
from scratch, within weeks - thanks to
the Reagan Administration - they could

be back in business just as they were dur
ing the booming Nixon to Carter years.

But , it is more than the money. Most
of the so-called art that the government
is supporting is not art at all. It is anti
art. Instead of building up and pleasing
the viewer, it attacks, destroys, and frag
ments. As we have seen, most of it is an
anti-American celebration of anarchy
and disorder. Through the NEA and the
NEH, taxpayer money is being used to
undermine American culture.

The true artist is a free spirit. The true
artist does not spend his time filling out
grant applications and groveling at the
feet of politicians for government hand
outs. The pseudo-artist resents the in
dependent public, and serves instead his
government masters. Writers, poets,
filmmakers and artists who must resort
to bureaucratic favors to survive do not
deserve to have their work displayed.
Government support of the arts destroys
creativity among artists, wastes tax dol
lars, and channels money away from art
ists who would produce the type of art
the public prefers.

If Uncle Sam really wanted to aid the
arts in America, he would abolish these
arts programs, slash all taxes, eliminate
union restrictions, and free up the entire
economy. Consumers, not bureaucrats
and politically-connected elitists, would
then have enough disposable income to
make their own arts choices. •

- MARKD. ISAACS
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BETWEEN THE LINES
The Origins of CISPES

ITEM: In a February 18th column
about the FBI investigation of the Com
mittee in Solidarity with the People ofEl
Salvador (CISPES), Anthony Lewis of
the New York Times wrote: "President
Reagan's spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater,
said the F.B.!. had told the White House
that CISPES 'was established with the
assistance of the Communist Party USA,
and the Communist Party of El Salva
dor.' It could have been said by Joe
McCarthJ.."

BETWEEN THE LINES: And if Joe Me
Carthy had said it, he would have been
correct. What Mr. Lewis did not tell his
readers was that CISPES was formed in
1980 through the efforts ofFarid Handal,
brother of the general secretary of the
Communist Party ofEI Salvador. During
his visit to the United States in February
and March of 1980, Handal met with of
ficials of the Communist Party USA, the
Cuban Mission to the United Nations,
and the United States Peace Council,
whose executive director was CPUSA of
ficer Michael Myerson. Their collabora
tion led to the formation of CISPES in
October 1980.

Jeopardizing History
ITEM: On the January 29th television

game show Jeopardy, which requires con
testants to ask the right question after
they have beengiven the answer, the host
said: "This African country has been an
independent nation for all but five of its
3,000 years." The expected question was:
'What is Ethiopia?"

BETWEEN THE LINES: The five years re
ferred to that period (1936-1941) when
Ethiopia was occupied by fascist Italy.
What the producers of Jeopardy should
have told their viewers was that Ethiopia
has been brutally repressed for the past
11 years by Soviet puppet Mengistu
Haile Mariam.

Another Reuther Quotation
ITEM: In his February 14th language

column in the New York Times Maga
zine, William Safire recalled "labor
leader Walter Reuther's advice. Explain
ing how to tell a communist, he said, 'If
it quacks like a duck, and waddles like a
duck, then it just may be a duck.' "
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BETWEEN THE LINES: We can think of
a better quote about Communism from
Walter Reuther and his brother Victor.
Writing from the Soviet Union in 1934
to friends in Detroit, the Reuther broth
ers extolled the glories of life in the Red
paradise, saying that workers there were
"on the road to security, enlightenment,
and happiness." They concluded their
panegyric by urging their comrades at
home to "carry on the fight for a Soviet
America."

Margaret Sanger: American Nazi
ITEM: When presidential candidate Pat

Robertson said that Planned Parenthood
founder Margaret Sanger had wanted "to
sterilize blacks, Jews, mental defectives,
and fundamentalist Christians," Faye
Wattleton, the current head of Planned
Parenthood, ridiculed Robertson and
said in the February 4th New York Times
that Sanger's "ph ilosoph ies were not
based on eugenics - her philosophy was
based on people being allowed to choose
for themselves."

BETWEEN THE LINES: Ifthe Times were
not such an admirer of Planned Parent
hood, perhaps it would have informedits
readers of Margaret Sanger's eugenicist
racism. But the Times did not deem it fit
to print damaging excerpts from issues
of her publication Birth Control Review.
According to public information compiled
by the American Life League , the May
1919 issue of Sanger's Review featured
the slogan: "More children from the fit,
less from the unfit - that is the chief
aim of birth control."

In the April 1932 issue, she proposed
to "keep the doors of immigration closed
to entrance of certain aliens whose con
dition is known to be detrimental to the
stamina of the race ," and to "give dys
genic groups in our population their
choice of segregation or sterilization."
Sanger devoted the entire April 1933 is
sue of Birth Control Review to eugenic
sterilization and featured an article on
the subject by Nazi official Dr. Ernst Ru
din, who was curator of the Kaiser Wil
helm Institute for Anthropology, Human
Genetics and Eugenics.

Haig on Gorbachev
ITEM: Asked in the February 8th U.S.

News & World Report if he thought So
viet Communist Party boss Mikhail Gor
bachev still intends "to take over the
whole world," then-presidential candi
date Alexander Haig replied: "I've never
been a mindless proponent of the 'devil
theory.' In my experience, Soviet policies
are determined as much by self-interest
as they are by ideology."

BETWEEN THE LINES: You would think
that a retired Army general and former
Secretary of State could give a more
knowledgeable answer than that. One
does not have to be a "mindless propo
nent of the 'devil theory''' to recognize
the ideological conviction of Gorbachev
when he said last November: "We are
moving toward a new world, the world of
Communism. We shall never tum off
that road."

Assisting Pregnant Women
ITEM: Discussing the book Abortion

and Divorce in Western Law in the Feb
ruary 14th New York Times Book Re
view, Paul Robinson ofStanford Univer
sity said that the author, Mary Ann
Glendon, was "appalled by the failure of
American society - and the opponents of
abortion, especially - to provide preg
nant and child-rearing women with the
wherewithal to lead decent lives. The root
ofthe difficulty, she insists, lies in the old
American fetish of individualism."

BETWEEN THE LINES: We find it hard to
believe that neither Glendon nor Robin
son are unaware of the loving and com
passionate response that tens of thou
sands of pro-life Americans have made
to women faced with problem pregnan
cies. There are more than 4,000 "helping
centers" for pregnant women in this
country. Whether they are called Birth
right, Problem Pregnancy Centers, Cri
sis Pregnancy Centers, or Save-a-Baby
programs, these groups have saved the
lives of thousands of babies and have
spared their mothers untold physical and
mental problems.

Pro-life volunteers have helped and
are continuing to help pregnant women
obtain medical and psychological assis
tance, food, clothing, housing, employ
ment, education, and career counseling.
A fetish of individualism? No way! •

- JAMES J . DRUMMEY
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REVIEW OF THE NEWS
Another U.S. Hostage Seized

Pro-Iranian terrorists abducted a
U.S. Marine officer in southern Leba
non February 17th, bringing to nine
the number of Americans missing in
that country. Lieutenant Colonel Wil
liam R. Higgins , 43 , of Louisville ,
Kentucky, was seized as he was driv
ing his car alone near the port city of
Tyre . He had been in Lebanon since
June as head of a United Nations truce
monitoring group. On February 22nd,
the terrorists released a videotape in
which Higgins said that President
Reagan "has to take responsibility for
the crimes he has committed against
the oppressed people in the region. "

The New Hampshire Primary
Vice President Bush and Governor

Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts
won their respective primaries in New
Hampshire on February 8th, and with
drawals from the presidential race
were announced by Republican Pete du

. Pont and Democrat Bruce Babbitt.
Alexander Haig had already pulled out
of the GOP contest. On the Republican
.side, Bush got 38 percent of the vote
in New Hampshire to 29 percent for
Bob Dole, 13 percent for Jack Kemp,
and 10 percent for du Pont and Pat
Robertson. Dukakis led the Democrats
with 36 percent, followed by Richard
Gephardt with 20 percent, Paul Simon
with 17 percent, Jesse Jackson with 8
percent, Albert Gore with 7 percent,
Bruce Babbitt with 5 percent, and Gary
Hart with 4 percent.

Navy Secretary Resigns
After only 10 months on the job,

James H. Webb resigned February
22nd as Secretary of the Navy and
sharply criticized Secretary of Defense
Frank Carlucci's plan to cut the Navy's
fleet and his management of the Pen
tagon. "Many defense reductions
themselves have been made in the
wrong areas and without clear stra
tegic thought," said Webbin a letter to
President Reagan. "I can only con
clude that the decision to reduce the
level of our fleet to a point that it may
never reach the 600-ship goal was rna-
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tivated by other than military and stra
tegic reasoning. " He said that Carlucci
should spend more time with Penta
gon officials and less time with the
State Department and the Congress.
His resignation was apparently trig
gered by Carlucci's decision to retire
16 Vietnam-era frigates next year in
stead of putting them in the Navy Re
serve. Webbwill be replaced by William
L. Ball III, the President's assistant for
legislative affairs.

The Fiscal 1989 Budget
On February 18th, President Rea

gan sent Congress a $1.09 trillion fed
eral budget for the 1989 fiscal year.
The proposal, which forecasts a deficit
of $129 .5 billion , requests $396 .8 bil
lion for the Department of Health and
Human Services , $299.5 billion in mil
itary spending, $151.8 billion for in
terest payments on the federal debt,
and $21.2 billion for the Department
of Education, which the President had
promised to abolish when he was cam
paigning for the White House in 1980.

Former Reagan Aide Convicted
A federal jury in Washington con

victed Lyn Nofziger on February 11th
of three counts of illegal lobbying un
der the Ethics in Government Act .
Nofziger, a former White House polit
ical director who left the Administra
tion in January 1982 , was found
guilty of attempting to influence White
House officials on behalf of the Wed
tech Corporation, the National Marine
Engineers Beneficial Association, and
Fairchild Republic. The ethics law for
bids lobbying former colleagues
within one year of leaving govern
ment. Nofziger, who called the law
"lousy" and "unfair," predicted that he
would be "vindicated" on appeal.

Supreme Court on Textbooks
The Supreme Court refused Febru

ary 22nd to hear the appeal of seven
evangelical Christian families who ob
jected to Tennessee law requiring their
children to read books in school that
the parents felt were promoting "oc
cultism, secular humanism, evolution,

disobedience to parents, pacifism, and
feminism." The Court issued no opin
ion in upholding an appeals court de
cision that it was not a violation of re
ligious freedom for Tennessee public
schools to require the children to read
material that offended their religious
beliefs. "All children have lost their
First Amendment right to attend
school without having their religious
beliefs attacked, ridiculed, and under
mined, " said Beverly LaHaye of Con
cerned Women for America, which
filed the suit in 1983.

Secretary Shultz in Moscow
Secretary of State George Shultz

concluded a two-day visit to Moscow
February 22nd by saying that "impor
tant progress" had been made toward
a treaty reducing the number of long
range nuclear weapons. During some
20 hours of talks with Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, said
Shultz, they also talked about Afghan
istan, the Iran-Iraq war, and human
rights for Soviet dissidents. He said "I
don't have the slightest doubt that the
Soviet Union has decided that it wants
to leave Afghanistan. The question is
how." During a meeting with dissi
dents, Soviet physicist Andrei Sak
harov told Shultz that "the American
side needs to be restrained" from de
veloping an anti-missile shield in
space.

Soviets Bump U.S. Ships
Two Soviet frigates deliberately

bumped two U.S. Navy ships in the
Black Sea February 12th to protest the
entry by the American vessels within
the 12-mile limit claimed by the Soviet
Union . The incidents occurred about
eight miles off the Crimean peninsula
and there was only slight damage to
the destroyer Caron and the cruiser
Yorktown. The United States was as
serting its policy that the right of pas
sage is limited to three miles off for
eign shores , while Soviet officials
called the incidents "ser ious and dan
gerous" provocations.

- JAMES J. DRUMMEY
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WASHINGTON / CA PIT OL UPDATE

Civil Rights "Restoration"
Spread

.The
Word!

On January 28 , 1988 the Senate
passed S. 557, the Civil Rights Restora
tion Act, also known as the Grove City
bill , by a vote of 75 to 14. S. 557 was
formally sent to the House for debate.

In the 1984 court case Grove City Col
lege v. Bell, the Supreme Court decided
that federal laws against discrimination
applied only to specific programs receiv
ing direct federal funds . The Court's rul
ing would , for example, prohibit the Fed
eral Government from cutting funds to a
religious university that , due to its reli
gious principles, refused to hire homo
sexuals or provide abortion facilities to
its students.

S. 557 subjects all private employers
who receive federal funds directly or in
directly to the dictates of the Federal
Government. As Kirk Kidwell wrote in
the May 11, 1987 issue of THENEW AMER
ICAN, "since many hospitals are now re
cipients of federal aid by virtue of ac
cepting Medicare and Medicaid
payments, they would be required to per
form abortions in order to comply with
Title IX of the 1972 Education Amend
ments." Kidwell continued: "The courts
have held that under certain conditions
alcoholics, drug addicts and transves
tites are covered as handicapped per
sons , thereby requiring employers to hire
such persons in a 'non-discriminatory'
manner. In the wake of the March 3rd
Supreme Court decision extending hand
icapped coverage to persons with conta
gious disease, private employers could be
forced to hire persons infected with the
AIDS virus or other, more contagious dis
eases like tuberculosis."

Unless conservative forces join in an
effort to defeat S. 557 in the House, its
passage is almost assured.

Trade with Afghanistan
Bills (S. 1027 and H.R. 3627) that

would prohibit trade between the United
States and the Soviet puppet regime in
Afghanistan are still in the hopper. Some
Representatives and Senators have at
tempted to confuse their constituents by
claiming that they have supported sim
ilar language added to the trade bill , H.R.
3. However, the trade bill also includes
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a measure that would provide $25 mil
lion in funds to give technical training to
nationals from Communist China. This is
only one of the reasons why H.R. 3
should be defeated and the two bills on
Afghanistan should be considered as sin
gle measures.

Slave Labor Goods
With the recent release of Cruel and

Usual Punishment by Ludmilla Alexey
eva , a founding member of the Moscow
Helsinki Monitoring Group, the issue of
Soviet slave labor is gaining momentum.
Even Lane Kirkland, union boss of the
liberal AFL-CIO, has accused the Rea
gan Administration of not enforcing Sec
tion 307 of the Smoot-Hawley Act of
1930 , which bans the import of goods
made by slave labor. The Departments
of State and Treasury, along with the
CIA, have claimed that there is no way
to identify goods made from slave labor.
However , Alexeyeva claims that drilling
and logging equipment, chemicals, chan
deliers, and chess sets are just a few of
the many products made by slave labor.

H.C.R. 83 calls on the President to en
force Section 307 of Smoot-Hawley. As of
February 19, 1988 the bill had the sup
port of 59 Democrats and 92 Republi
cans. As in the case of the bills on Af
ghanist an, Congressmen have avoided
becoming supporters of this measure by
pointing out that it has been included in
the protectionist t rade bill .

Supporters of H.C.R. 83 are becoming
incensed over the lack of congressional
support for the non-binding measure.
Critics have accused Congress of down
playing the issue of slave-labor goods im
ported from the Soviet Union while
grandstanding against business invest
ments in South Africa. Proponents of
H.C.R. 83 see this election year as a way
of gathering support for the bill among
congressmen facing reelection bids. •

- EVANS-RAYMOND PIERRE

Letters to a congressma n should be addressed
to: Hon. John Doe, House Office Building,
Washington DC 20515. Letters to a senator
should be addressed to: Hon. Joe Doakes, Sen
ate Office Building, Wash ington DC 20510.
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NATION

No Cil'ilian Rel'iew Boards
False cries . of "police brutality" are

heard too often. If a police officer abuses
his authority while dealing with a citi
zen, numerous avenues for seeking jus
tice are available. But the supposed
crimes of the police never have been a
real problem. In fact, if we had a dime
for every unsupportable charge of police
brutality, we could retire in splendor.

What should be of far more concern is
the reverse of the frequently heard cry
- brutality against the police. This need
was brought home dramatically in Dallas
in mid-January when, in the course of
routine duties, two police officers were
slain within a period of ten days.

Not All Good News
While the Dallas police have been

heartened by the huge surge of support
in the aftermath of the two killings , they
are disheartened by the almost simul
taneous inauguration by the city council
of a police review board possessing sub
poena powers and independent investi
gatory authority. Their objections to the
placement of such a powerful body be
tween themselves and their superiors
have been echoed by fellow police officers
throughout the land. Said one prominent
supporter of the Dallas police , "This
board is the equivalent of asking un
trained citizens to judge the performance
of a master plumber, a skilled carpenter,
or some other craftsman. It is not only
nonsense, it is morale-destroying, dan
gerous nonsense. "

More than two decades ago, the cry for
civilian review boards went up allover
America . In cities where these politically
appointed agencies had been estab
lished , a charge of police brutality meant
bringing an officer before the board to
face possible fines, suspension, demotion,
and other disciplinary actions. The pre
dictable result was that police officers
stopped doing their jobs. After all , why
be diligent when it might mean trouble,
not for the lawbreaker, but for the law
enforcer?

The casual observer of police practice
is rarely reminded of the existence of de
partment complaint divisions , or of the
possibility of direct appeals to the courts
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or to elected officials.In Dallas, the police
force had its own internal affairs division
to discipline its officers. A citizen also
had the option of appealing to a grand
jury. Two recent highly publicized cases
of alleged police brutality resulted in
complete exoneration from the charges
for the involved officers. But a congres
sional panel led by Michigan Represen
tative John Conyers recommended a ci
vilian review board , and the city council
went along.

Interesting History
According to the late Dr. Bella Dodd,

once a Communist Party official in the
United States, the idea for civilian re
view boards originated with the Com
munists during the 1930s. Their goal was
to destroy effective police work. Experi
ence shows that the plan is very effective.
Over the years, the Communist press in
America has never stopped its shrill cries
for the institution of these boards .

But, in 1966, the voters of New York
City overwhelmingly killed a "model" ci
vilian review board in an important ref-

erendum. That vote dulled enthusiasm
for the scheme nationwide. Nevertheless,
dangerous ideas die slowly, as Dallas is
finding out.

In the five days following the unpro
voked murder of officer John Chase, the
Dallas Times Herald reported such ex
amples of violence against the police as
a female officer facing a loaded pistol ; an
officer punched in the face by a man
screaming, "I hate police; I'm going to kill
you"; a teenager grabbing one officer's
gun and aiming it at his partner; and two
undercover narcotics investigators being
shot at. Yet, the new Dallas CitizensIPo
lice Review Board convened that same
week to hear its first two complaints al
leging police brutality.

A determined Support Your Local Po
lice Committee has begun circulating a
petition requesting that the Dallas city
council abolish this dangerous board.
Citizens now have a real chance to "sup
port your local police."

- JOHN F. McMANus
This commentary is also syndicated
by The John Birch Society Features .
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HEMISPHERE

Anatomy of a Betrayal
For the President, the long charade is

over. After seven years of flawless pos
turing, Mr. Reagan has brought about
one ofthe most brazen sellouts in modern
history. Although hardly the first to play
the role of Judas, Mr. Reagan has ef
fected a betrayal ofNicaragua into a per
manent Communist dictatorship that is
especially remarkable due to his long
term deception of the American people.
So convincing has been his performance
that even now, with his maneuverings a
matter of record, there are few with the
temerity to call a spade a spade.

In 1981, when Mr. Reagan took office,
the Sandinista Communists were an in
secure, inexperienced, fledgling regime
that had come to power at the end of a
gun. In 1988 that regime sits astride
Central America with an army larger
than all its neighbors' combined, an ar
senal of armaments, a network of guer
rillas and terrorists bent on the over
throw of neighboring governments, and
a growing capability to threaten the se
curity of the United States. The real is
sue is not the peace process or Contra
aid, as Mr. Reagan would have us be
lieve, but the fact that this astonishing
transformation was allowed to take place
during his administration.

The Question of Sincerity
If Mr. Reagan were sincere, he would

never have limited himself to seeking
Contra aid. Nothing could have been
more time-consuming or less productive.
AsChief Executive, he has broad options
in foreign policyand need not importune
Congress as a supplicant. Congress knew
nothing about Libya or Grenada or the
Persian Gulf. If Mr. Reagan were sincere,
he would have long since by-passed Con
gress, withdrawn recognition from Ma
nagua, recognized an anti-Communist
government-in-exile, and supported in
ternal rebellion through the intelligence
agencies of the executive branch. In
stead, the CIA, although without mili
tary expertise, was inexplicablyplaced in
control of the Contras, over whom they
have exercised outrageous restraints.
According to Jack Cox in his book Re
quiem in the Tropics, the Contras have
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been forbidden to blow up bridges, dis
rupt power lines, or destroy communi
cations and fuel-distribution lines, all in
the name of preventing "civilian hard
ship."

In addition , when the Boland amend
ments tied his hands on Contra aid, Mr.
Reagan failed to veto them or to bring a
fight for repeal out into the open so the
public would know the truth ofwhat was
happening. But the public did not hear
of the handiwork of the pro-Sandinista
Congressman from Massachusetts until
Colonel North 's testimony . When it was
revealed that Oliver North had tried to
dodge Congress altogether in getting
help to the Contras , Mr. Reagan fired
him, giving the impression that he was
guilty of a crime. When, unexpectedly,
Colonel North stirred public conscious
ness to a realization that something was
seriously amiss in our policytoward Nic
aragua, Mr. Reagan called a two-month
moratorium on Contra aid - long
enough for public indignation to fade 
and endorsed the "bipartisan" Wright
Reagan peace plan, signalling the final
sellout.

The Big Stall
In sum, the Contra aid diversion has

been a tactic superbly managed by the
Insiders who are directing Mr. Reagan.
It has taken the place ofan initiative that
actually had a chance of success, while
making it appear that Mr. Reagan has
been striving for "freedom and democ
racy." And it has bought time.

In retrospect, it seems clear that the
Insiders' overall strategy has been that
of the Big Stall . In 1981 there was one
thing the Sandinistas needed from us 
time. Time to terrorize widespread op
position into submission, to destroy the
power of the Catholic Church, to insti
tute a neighborhood spy network, to fill
the schools with propaganda, to hold a
fraudulent election. Time to send thou
sands of youngsters to Moscow and Ha
vana to be trained as Communist func
tionaries or as terrorists and guerrillas.
Time for the Soviet Union to pour in bil
lions of dollars' worth of armaments, to
train a crack 60,000 man army, to build

seaports, submarine bases, and airfields.
Mr. Reagan gave them that time, not
only by limiting our initiatives but also
by controlling the governments of the
four other Central American nations.
This control was essential for the pro
tection of the Sandinistas and was ex
ercised through the infusion of massive
amounts offinancial aid and the backing
of selected presidential candidates. The
truth is that Presidents Duarte, Cerezo,
Azcona, and Arias have all been bought;
all owe their office and the economicvi
ability of their countries to U.S. hand
outs.The principle is simple:he whopays
the piper calls the tune.

With a stranglehold on these nations,
the Reagan Administration was able to
prevent a real possibility ofoverthrowing
the Sandinistas - an invasion of Nica
ragua by the combined forces of Hon
duras, Guatemala, and EI Salvador. The
officers of these armies, many of them
educated and trained in the United
States, are strongly anti-Communist;
being sensible men, they had no desire
to becomevictims ofthe "revolution with
out borders" rapidly developing next
door. With the United States doing noth
ing and the Sandinistas still not a match
for them militarily, in 1984sentiment for
an invasion became widespread, center
ing around the popular chief of staff of
the Honduran army, General Gustavo
Alvarez. The Insiders in the CIA and
State Department were forced to make a
move.Upon orders from the puppet Pres
ident of Honduras, General Alvarez was
seized and flown out of the country into
exile. This object lesson broke the back
of the plan; the American public never
knew it had existed.

All in the Name of Peace
Equal to or possibly even better than

Contra aid as a device for stalling has
been the phony "peace process" - from
the long, drawn-out Contadora begin
ning in 1983 to the present time-consum
ing negotiations over the Arias Nobel
prize-winning "peace plan." Contadora
- a pro-Sandinista formula put together
by the Marxist governments of Mexico,
Venezuela, Panama, and Colombia -
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was kept quietly in the background for
four years, always handy for trotting out
when a "wait and see if peace breaks out"
posture was useful. In 1986, however,
Mr. Reagan sent his special envoy,Philip
Habib, a member of the CFR, to Central
America on a peace mission, and "waging
peace" soon became a major tactic. In
February 1987, it surfaced as the Arias
plan and was endorsed by the four dem
ocratic Central American nations. A few
weeks later it was officiallyapproved by
Assistant Secretary of State Elliott
Abrams (CFR),and endorsed by the Sen
ate with the most radical pro-Sandinista
Democrats - Senators Sanford (CFR),
Dodd (CFR), Pell (CFR), Cranston, and
Sasser - speaking strongly in its favor
and condemning the freedom fighters as
"terrorists." In August, Daniel Ortega,
amidst much media enthusiasm, added
his signature to the plan; from that date
to this, Mr. Reagan has declared this
"great hope for peace" to be the corner
stone of his Nicaraguan policy.

If President Reagan were sincere, he
would have rejected the Arias plan out
of hand for the fraud that it is. But the
technique has been never to discuss the
terms. It is all a matter of semantics.
Once again Mr. Reagan, in his most con
vincing manner, hoodwinked the public
with phrases that sell well , such as
"progress toward peace," "their cause is
our cause," "we will never turn our
backs," "I will not preside over the com
munization of Central America." We
would never learn from these superficial
phrases that the Arias plan would cut off
arms to the Contras but not to the Com
munist Sandinistas; deprive the Contras
of their vital operational base in Hon
duras; stop Contra supplies from passing
through any signatory's territory; forbid
incursions into Nicaragua, making it a
Communist sanctuary; permit the return
(into the four democratic Americas) of
Communist political exiles with full
rights to form political parties, and im
plement a cease-fire that would disarm
the Contras before meaningful political
reforms are put in place. All in return for
worthless Communist "concessions"that
could be withdrawn at any time.

Why didn't Mr. Reagan join with Re
publican Senators Humphrey, Wallop,
Armstrong, and Helms in denouncing
the plan as outrageous and fraudulent?
As Senator Humphrey put it so well, it
is the "biggest sucker trap ever to come
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along." But , then, we must remember
that all the evidence suggests that it was
an Insider, Philip Habib, who was re
sponsible for the plan's formulation.

The plan has served its purpose well.
The signal to go into high gear was the
awarding of the Nobel peace prize in Oc
tober (a little prematurely, one might
add, since peace had not yet broken out).
House Speaker Jim Wright announced:
"I can't conceive of providing any mili
tary aid in a time of peace," and the New
York Times for October 14, 1987, head
lined, "Arias DoomsAid For Contras. "As
it has turned out, the Times knew what
was coming up. But the following ma
nipulations leading to the fulfillment of
this prophesy reveal how the master tac
ticians work:

The End of Contra Aid
• October 14, 1987: Mr. Reagan pro
posed $270 million in aid for the freedom
fighters . Secretary of State George
Shultz said that the President would de
mand that Congress provide this aid be
fore Thanksgiving. The money would be
for both military and nonmilitary uses,
except that it could all be switched to
nonmilitary if the peace plan were pro
ceeding. .
• October 30,1987: The Sandinistas an
nounced they would never negotiate with
the Contra leadership in any way, in any
place, directly or indirectly. "Revolution
and counter-revolution are irreconcil
able," said Commandante Bayardo Arce.

The White House announced it would
delay asking for $270 million in aid until
January, saying that "the peace process
should have a chance to prove itself."
• November 5, 1987: Mr. Reagan an
nounced he would seek $30 million in
non-lethal aid to tide the Contras over
until January. House Speaker Jim
Wright argued that the United States
should "withhold support while the Cen
tral American nations are engaged in
carrying out a regional peace plan."

The Sandinistas announced resump
tion of publication of La Prensa, at the
sufferance of the government, and the
reopening of Radio Catolica (one of 40
stations in the country) with the restric
tion that it not report anything other
than church news. These "stunning
breakthroughs" are hailed as "welcome
progress" by Secretary of State George
Shultz.
• December 3, 1987: Mr. Reagan still

spoke of $270 million in aid to be re
quested in January. Ortega agreed to in
direct cease-fire negotiations; the New
York Times called this a "dramatic re
versal." House Republicans, "citing the
talks, say they will shelve an effort to
include $30 million in non-lethal aid pre
viously sought by Reagan in a spending
bill." (The Wall Street Journal)
• December 7, 1987: Insight reported
that the Honduran military met with the
Sandinista People's Army to work out
specifics of implementing Honduras'
pledge to eliminate the Democratic Re
sistance Force that still has its vital sup
ply bases on the Honduran side of the
border. Sources said that "the final straw
was the announcement that the U.S.
would seek no support for the Resistance
this year . . . . Without American money,
how will they eat and survive? They will
take what they need from our people,and
that we cannot allow."
• January 10, 1988: A crowd estimated
at about 20,000 turned out in Managua
to protest Sandinista repression and the
war against the Contras . Banners
showed Nicaraguans breaking in halfthe
AK-47 rifles the Soviets have sent for
killing Contras. The rally received al
most no attention in the U.S. media.
• January 14, 1988: A group of Demo
cratic congressmen, led by Representa
tive David Bonior ofMichigan, turned up
in Costa Rica at a meeting of the five
Presidents to condemn Contra aid. They
told Ortega he needed to do something
or Congress might approve new aid. Or
tega said he would hold direct cease-fire
talks, end the six-year state of emer
gency, and disband the system of revo
lutionary "people's courts." As Ortega
spoke, Sandinista security police in Ma
nagua arrested leaders of the opposition.
Mr. Bonior and his colleagues praised
Ortega for an act of statesmanship.
• January 19, 1988: President Reagan
said that, despite concessions from Ma
nagua, he would request approval of aid,
a request he "delayed last fall rather
than risk criticism of interference in the
Central American peace plan." He added
that he had not decided how much aid to
seek or whether it would include military
assistance. "We must have the courage

·to stand behind those who continue to
put their lives on the line for democracy
in Nicaragua," he says.
• January 20, 1988: Mr. Reagan an
nounced his plan to ask Congress for $50
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million in Contra aid, much of it for non
lethal assistance. He explained that he
was forced to scale back somewhat from
previous plans for $270 million "because
of steps President Ortega has taken
which show he is interested in seeking
peace."
• January 22, 1988: Managua said it
would allow an "international panel" to
ensure rebels' political rights after the
rebels lay down their arms .
• January 26, 1988: Mr. Reagan re
quested scaled-back aid of $36 million.
To show he wanted to promote the Cen
tral American peace process, only ten
percent, or $3.6 million, was for lethal
aid, which would be held in escrow at
least 30 days. It would be delivered only
if a ceasefire was not agreed to. Critics
claimed that, by pushing for aid, the
White House was not giving peace a
chance.
• January 27, 1988: Pope John Paul II,
who was heckled into silence by govern
ment mobs when he visited Managua,
talked with Ortega, who was on a tour
of European capitals, about Central
American peace progress.
• February 1, 1988: National Security
Advisor Powell said that the Adminis
tration would not seek assistance from
foreign countries if Congress rejected
newaid.
• February 2, 1988: Mr. Reagan gave
Congress veto power over lethal aid,
promising he would withhold shipments
if Congress found that the Sandinistas
were complying with the Central Amer
ican peace plan. Representative Lee
Hamilton CD-IN) said that Mr. Reagan's
request would cripple, if not destroy, the
peace process, leading to more war, more
oppression, and less democracy. The
three major TV networks rejected Mr.
Reagan'srequest for time, saying that,
since the vote would fail, his speech was
not newsworthy.
• February 3, 1988: House Speaker Jim
Wright quoted Ortega as saying that, if
the opposition won an election, the gov
ernment would be turned over to it.
Wright said he thinks we should test the
sincerity of this and give peace a chance.

The House rejected Mr. Reagan's re
quest for aid by a vote of 211-219, 12
Republicansjoining the Democrats in op
position. The vote was viewed as a big
loss for the President, who had fought for
Contra aid longer and harder than any
other foreign policyissue throughout his
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presidency. Democrats proposed a $10 to
$15 million humanitarian aid package,
saying "we have a moral obligation to
these people, whether we like them or
not."
• February 5, 1988: House Speaker Jim
Wright said that military aid for the Con
tras might be approved in the future if
Nicaragua misbehaved in extreme ways
or invaded its neighbors . Mr. Reagan
warned Nicaragua to stay on the road to
democracy.

What Next?
There we have it. It goes without say

ing that, like the President, every one of
those 430 Representatives knows that
the "peace process" is a joke. Yet both
sides cynically used it to support their
opposing positions with a confused pub
lic. Some of these lawmakers are frankly
pro-Communist, some sacrifice every
thing to a liberal party mentality, others
are looking to the vote back home, and
undoubtedly some are befuddled. Many
voted for the aid because it was the best
thing to do, even knowing the President's
words were hollow and that $3.6 million
would hardly keep the Contras in bullets
for a month. So Nicaragua is lost in a
planned strategic and political disaster
for the United States.

Mr. Reagan's policy has been a simple
and long-standing one for the Council on
Foreign Relations : No president ever un
doeswhat his predecessorhas done.It was
axiomatic that Ronald Reagan would
never free Nicaragua fromthe Communist
terror fastened upon it by Jimmy Carter.
We should have expected him to do pre
cisely what he has done, for that is the
plan. The fix is in at the top.

What can we expect now?The Council
on Foreign Relations describes the future
quite simply:

"It's not clear that the Sandin
istas will have to budge," said Su
san Purcell, director of the Latin
American Project at the Council on
Foreign Relations, a private New
York based organization that stud
ies international affairs. "But it is
clear that the Contras will have to
budge." [The Wall Street Journal,
February 5, 1988.]

That sums it up. The Sandinistas will
not budge as the "negotiations" drag on
from stall to stall, deceit to deceit: but

the American public will be assured the
"peace process" is going forward. What
will really be going forward will be the
Sandinistas' war machine . since 1980
they have received over 117,200 tons of
Soviet arms, valued at $2.2billion. Soviet
tanks, Soviet Hind attack helicopters,
surface-to-air missiles, heavy mortars,
rocket launchers, radar installations,.
and more than 3,000 Cuban advisors.
Contemplating this list of Sandinista ar
maments, one is struck with the fact that
the Sandinistas obviously could have
wiped out the Contras had they chosen
to doso.But keeping the Contras fighting
and dying was useful for more than a
stall .The basket-case economy,the 2,000
percent inflation, the crucial shortages of
food and necessities, the state-of-emer
gency controls - all were blamed on the
war.

As for the Contras, they have supplies
to last only through March. Honduras
will move against them. The Democrats
will vote a small amount of aid. As early
as October 14, 1986 the New York Times
indiscreetly revealed the real purpose of
this aid. It is for "resettling the Contras"
- where is not mentioned . Will they join
the 400,000 already in the United States,
or the 200,000 in Costa Rica? Hundreds
of thousands more will try to flee, if they
can get out, not only from Nicaragua but
from all Central America, for it is under
stood there that this is the signal that
all is lost. Those ordinary anti-Commu
nist Nicaraguans who have shown incre
dible courage by staying in their country,
sustained bythe hope that their powerful
friend to the north, the greatest "democ
racy" in the world, would somehow save
them , will pay with their lives for their
trust.

Obviously, the Sandinistasare not
being supplied with billions of dollars
worth ofsophisticated technology and ar
maments in order to defeat the Contras.
Their targets are Central America and
Mexico. They will strike when they are
sure they can quickly win everything at
once. Strategically placed in the center,
they will fan out simultaneously to Costa
Rica and Panama in the south , Hondu
ras, El Salvador , and Guatemala in the
north. Mexico, already de facto Marxist,
will fall without a fight. The Soviets, sur
rogates for the Insiders in their drive for
a New World Order, will be on the border
of Texas.•

- JANE IN GRAHAM
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Gorbaehev's Hearing Aids
A special section of one of Europe's

most effective services was put on the
alert when Moscow requested space in
the west wing of the White House, which ,
happily, was refused, as Mikhail Gor
bachev started making preparations for
his charm campaign in Washington. The
wheels of the service we mention, which
must remain un-named, were thrown
into high gear in 1982 when it was
learned that Moscowplanned to move its
300-person London staff into a new em
bassy in the Royal Borough of Kensing
ton and Chelsea, at the northeastern cor
ner of Kensington Palace Gardens.

The plan involved offices and a tower
block of 60 apartments, together with
swimming pool , gymnasium, tennis
courts, sauna, and gardens - in effect,
a little bit of Russia transplanted to Lon
don and surrounded by a continuous wall
50 to 60 feet high. No mention was made
of the forest ofantennae and saucers that
would be pointed towards the sky behind
a wall twice as high as the low-density
development area could possibly justify.
From London interest moved to the So
viet embassy in Paris, a veritable bunker
equipped with soundproof nerve-centers
for communications and interceptions.
Activity there was so feverish that, in
April 1983, the Socialist government of
President Francois Mitterrand was
forced to look at a report.on Soviet activ
ities since it came to power in 1981 and
expel 47 diplomats and their families.

A request for space in the west wing
of the White House during a period when
America would be leaning over backward
to avoid offending the President's guest
seemed the height of impertinence. Re
questing permission to send a helicopter
also was pushing hospitality too far, con
sidering the file the service we mentioned
has compiled on the Soviet Union's sig
nalling operations.

When Gorbachev appeared for his first
talk on December 12, 1987, accompanied
by 135 acknowledged KGB men , a team
from the service was in Washington.
Twenty-four hours before the Moscow
team arrived, they were on the spot to
monitor round-the-clock communica
tions between the Soviet embassy, four
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blocks north of the White House, and a
receiving dish in Cuba. Soviet intercep
tors were picking up microwave tele
phone calls in Washington and trans
mitting them - but whose telephone
calls, and what other communications,
were being transmitted? It is believed
that the microwave recordings and con
versations picked up by other means

.. . as to why a site
ol'erlooking Washington

was selected for
Moscow's new Kremlin

in America...

were not selected at random, and how
many of them could have been made by
American moles?

Coding appears to have been done on
a nine-rotor machine able to use any four
rotors at a time.

To give Americans an idea of the im
portance of Soviet signalling and an idea
as to why a site overlooking Washington
was selected for what "sigint" (signals in
telligence) specialists call Moscow's new
Kremlin in America, some explanation of
what sigint means is necessary. A "krem
lin" is really a citadel. Every old Russian
city has one. Government and other of
ficial buildings in the Soviet Union are
traditionally surrounded by a high wall,
and Washington's kremlin was to be like
all kremlins, but with everything that
the inventors of cipher machines and
communication intercepters have been
able to devise.

The West's leading academic authority
on Soviet sigint operations is the Briton,
Dr. Desmond Ball. There may be others
who are more knowledgeable, but they
are kept in the shadows. Mr. Charles
Pasqua, France's present Minister of the
Interior, has never divulged the names
of men on the team France's recent in
telligence chief, Count Alexander de Ma
renche, built up for such work; and Count

. de Marenche destroyed all files that
might have been valuable to the Soviets
when he handed in his resignation, after

France's socialist President took Com
munists into his government.

·The only estimates available put the
Soviet Union 's sigint personnel at
around 350,000. They work from land
bases in the Warsaw Pact countries and
as far afield as Cuba, Ethiopia and the
Pacific, where they are constantly mov
ing southward. In the Free World they
transmit from over 50 Soviet embassies,
aircraft, spy satellites, submarines, com
mercial surface vessels, the Soviet fleet,
and fishing vessels.

The immense volume of transmissions
from the Washington embassy to the re
ceiving dish in Cuba during Washing
ton 's infatuation with Gorbachev was
probably due to their habit of sending
everything they pick up, even if it ap
pears innocuous. Put simply: Everything
is grist for the mill . There is nothing new
about this sort of activity. Intelligence
signalling is a Russian tradition; Czarist
agents were practicing it before World
War I and their code-breakers were the
best in the world , decrypting much of the
diplomatic traffic of all the major powers.

Since the 1917 revolution, the Krem
lin 's greatest code-breaking successes
have resulted from ciphers obtained by
espionage. The Walker family in America
was perhaps their greatest triumph.
British intelligence officials admit that
Stalin had at least one agent in their
most secret coding center, the headquar
ters of the famous Enigma team in
Bletchley Park, from the summer of 1942
to the summer of1944. If, in reference to
one of his questionable agents, General
William "Wild Bill" Donovan was able to
tell Senator William Knowland, "Of
course he's a Communist; that's why I
hired him," they must have been swarm
ing like white ants through all of Amer
ica's wartime services. And J.D. Thomas
Braden's practice of using labor union
ists, professors, student organizations
and "members of the non-Communist
left" must have stacked the CIA with
enough sigint searchers for them or their
proteges to be riding high when Wash
ington was swooning over Mikhail Gor
bachev.•

- HILAIRE Du BERRIER ·
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South Africa Pushed Leftward
Economic sanctions and diplomatic

pressures aimed at South Africa by the
Il.S, government are no longer being
viewed by many of that nation's citizens
as mistakes that will soon be corrected.
Instead, there is a growing conviction
that America's actions are part of a de
termined plot to turn South Africa over
to revolutionary blacks.

Secretary of State George Shultz's cor
dial reception of African National Con
gress leader Oliver Tambo in Washing
ton last year contributed mightily to this
shift in attitude. Many Americans may
believe that the ANC is merely a popu
larly-supported "civil rights" group, but
South Africans know better. So, too, does
Shultz, whose own State Department
published a report just prior to Tambo's
visit claiming that "the ANC is deeply
beholden to the South African Commu
nist Party (SACP) and the Soviet Union
for the arms and the training that made
possible the upsurge in guerrilla activ
ity" in that beleaguered nation. This re
port, prepared at the insistence of con
servative members ofthe U.S. Congress,
also noted that "roughly half' of the
ANC's top 30 officials "are known or sus
pected SACP members."

Driven Toward Moscow
The U.S. hostility has given birth to a

growing "let's make a deal" sentiment in
formerly pro-U.S. South Africa. Wash
ington Times columnist Peter Younghus
band recently noted the comment of an
unnamed South African Department of
Foreign Affairs spokesman who ques
tioned whether it was the United States
or the USSR that posed the greatest
threat to his country. The answer gain
ing increasing acceptance is the United
States, because Soviet-backed military
efforts to date are more easily dealt with.

Added to this apparent groundswell of
frustration and pragmatism is a devel
oping Soviet friendliness toward South
African diplomats and intellectuals. So
viet leader Mikhail Gorbachev is re
ported to have conveyed to Mozambique's
Marxist leader, Joaquim Chissano, that
he favored a political settlement in South
Africa that would safeguard the interests
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of both blacks and whites. Younghus
band also noted that Soviet officials have
quietly approached South African dip
lomats in Europe and elsewhere for the
purpose of initiating informal contacts.

Another ominous development noted
by Younghusband is a recent article by
South Africananalyst Christopher Coker
in The World Today, the journal of En
gland's Royal Institute of International
Affairs (the British counterpart ofAmer
ica's world-government-promoting
Council on Foreign Relations). After no
ting that the United States and the
USSR have already been talking to each
other about all of Southern Africa,Coker
observed:

South Africa has every reason to
preempt any such superpower un
derstanding by talking to the Rus
sians themselves, if the Americans
are no longer willing to listen. What
they have tooffer [the Soviets] is the
exclusion of the United States from

a region of the world which Wash
ington has always taken for granted
as a Western sphere of interest.

Coker further noted that South Afri
can allegiance to the West could be di
minished if the USSR would agree to .
place some reins on the ANC's operations
and also persuade its leaders to scale
down their revolutionary demands.

Bad News For Americans
By any method ofmeasuring all of this,

it adds up to bad news for the American
people. Another friendly nation, upon
whom our manufacturing and defense in
dustries rely for numerous strategic min
erals, is being driven into the arms of
Communism by our own government.
Not only an enemy of South Africa, the
U.S. government turns out to be an en
emy of the American people as well.

- JOHN F. McMANus
This commentary is also syndicated
by The John Birch Society Features.
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CORRECTION, PLEASE!
The Wrong Issue

ITEM: In an Op-Ed column about "the
Reagan Administration's cruel global
war on abortion," Robert L . Schiffer
wrote in the February 6th New York
Times: "In America, the issue is the right
ofevery woman to decide her own destiny
without having government invade her
privacy. "

CORRECTION: Wrong, Mr. Schiffer.
The issue is whether the God-given right
to life mentioned in the Declaration of
Independence is to be replaced by a wom
an's "right" to kill her unborn child for
social or economic reasons. Government
exists to protect our God-given rights,
not to let them be wij 'ed out by modern
day death peddlers.

What McCarthy Really Said
ITEM: From "This Day in History," ac

cording to the February 9th Boston
Globe: "In 1950, Wisconsin Sen. Joseph
McCarthy charged the State Department
was infested with communists."

CORRECTION: Speaking in Wheeling,
West Virginia , on February 9,1950, Sen
ator McCarthy said : "I have in my hand
57 cases of individuals who would appear
to be either card-carrying Communists or
certainly loyal to the Communist Party,
but who nevertheless are still helping to
shape our foreign policy." Mentioning
only 57 of the 20,000 people employed by
the State Department in 1950 hardly jus- '
tifies use of the word "infested ."

Another Two-week "Expert"
ITEM : A sked about impressions

gleaned during a two-week trip to Com
munist Nicaragua, Bill Mansfield, a city
councilman in Medford, Oregon , was
quoted in the February 5th Medford Mail
Tribune as saying that the Sandinista
Party is "not pro-Communist. It 's a lib
eral movement, but there's a lot ofdiffer 
ence betw een that and a Communist
movement."

CORRECTION: Mr. Mansfield should
stick to local politics and leave interna
tional affairs to the less naive. For the
record, the Sandinistas got their start in
Communist Cuba in the early 1960s,
have rec eived billions in war-making
arms and equipment from the Soviet bloc
since taking power in Managua in 1979,
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and have made no secret of their inten
tion to spread the Communist revolution
into neighboring countries in Central
America. For the truth about the San
dinistas, see the new book, Requiem in
the Tropics, by Jack Cox.

Cutting Government Spending
ITEM: In his February 16th column in

the New York Times, Tom Wicker found
Pat Robertson's proposal to cut govern
ment spending by $100 billion before
1990 by eliminating waste and misman
agement "laughable in its lack of under
standing ofpolitics and government."

CORRECTION: In his 1980 book Fat
City: How Washington Wastes Your
Taxes, national political reporter Donald
Lambro estimated that "at least $100 bil
lion a year in taxes is unnecessarily going
to the federal government to be squan
dered on programs our country could bet
ter do without; wasteful programs that
belong at the bottom of any national
ranking of social priorities; programs
whose original purpose for being no
longer exists; programs that serve only
a tiny fraction of the people at the ex
pense of the nation as a whole; programs
that duplicate what is already being done
by the private sector." Mr. Lambro even
listed 100 wasteful and non-essential
agencies and programs that could be
eliminated from the federal budget im
mediately without sacrificing a single es
sential service provided to the American
people. It is Tom Wicker's statement that
is laughable, not Pat Robertson's.

Times Sure Are Changing
ITEM: There was a story in the Feb

ruary 7th Milwaukee Journal about a re
cent visit to the Soviet Union by Bob
Clark, vice president ofa United Electri 
cal Workers local that represents employ
ees at the Allen-Bradley Company in Mil 
waukee, uihose late founder, Harry
Bradley, was a staunch anti-Communist.
Now the company is seeking trade agree
ments with the Kremlin, and A-B official
Ted Hutton said that Harry Bradley's at
titude towards the Communists belongs
"in the past. Times change. The world
situation is a lot different than it was in
the 1950s and '60s."

CORRECTION: The main difference in

the world of the 1980s is that the Soviet
slavemasters have added another dozen
countries to their Evil Empire since the
1960s and are currently conducting a
skillful disarmament blitz that could
make it easier for them to snuff out free
dom in the rest of the world. And the
shame of it is that once-anti-Communist
firms like Allen-Bradley are falling all
over themselves to sell the Reds the prod
ucts that they need to complete their con
,quest of the globe.

The "Centrist" CFR?
ITEM: An article about Jeane Kirkpat

rick in the February 8th U.S. News &
World Report said that "the centrist
Council on Foreign Relations made Kirk
patrick a board member. And while
George Bush resigned his council mem
bership in 1980, fearing a liberal taint,
Kirkpatrick prefers to infuse it with new
ideas."

CORRECTION: The Council on Foreign
Relations could use some new ideas be
cause its old ideas have been anything
but centrist. In the area of foreign policy,
for instance, the CFR has urged appease
ment of Communist aggressors, aid to
and trade with the enemies of freedom,
betrayal of anti-Communist allies, sac
rifice of American sovereignty, adher
ence to the bizarre theory known as Mu
tual Assured Destruction (MAD), and
reduction in U.S. military strength.

Misinformation About McCarthy
ITEM: According to a story in the Feb

ruary 11th Boston Globe, lawyer Morris
Goldings "was sensitized as a student at
Harvard during the era when Sen. Joseph
McCarthy was ignoring due process in his
ruthless and zealous pursuit toprove com
munist infiltration in the military, indus
try, and entertainment industry."

CORRECTION: McCarthy never inves
tigated the entertainment industry. He
did, however, uncover Communists in
the military and in defense plants. He
also afforded witnesses their constitu
tional rights to confer with their counsel,
to confront their accusers, and to invoke
the First and Fifth Amendments rather
than answer questions about their al
leged Communist associations. •

- JAMES J . DRUMMEY
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AMER ICAN OP IN ION

Art and Revolution
'Why spend money on that which is not
bread, and your labor on that which does
not satisfy?"

- Isaiah 55:2

T his thing called "modem art" has
always looked bizarre to me. It
leaves me dumbfounded and

shocked. Yes, I have heard the claims of
so many of its supporters, that it derived
from the same traditions with which I
am intimately acquainted, but I am at a
loss to recognize any family resemblance.
Why, even the manifestos invariably ac
companying the variety ofmodem "isms"
repeatedly attacked their traditional
predecessors.

Sure, they used paint - usually - and
often canvas too, though many of them
seemed to have no idea how to prepare
it. And, yes, sometimes the final results
did have harmonious color or an interest
ing design - but only rarely. That thing
called beauty, so central to past art, could
not possibly have been the main or even
a secondary concern to modernists.

While some of them declared that art
itself was nonsense, others described
themselves as her enemies. But they
needn't have bothered: Their works be
trayed their true lineage. From the con
torted cartoons of a Pablo Picasso to the

Paul Ingbretson was born in Denver
and studied at the Art Students League
in New York and the private atelier ofR.
H. lves Gammell in Boston. The winner
of numerous artistic awards in the
United States and Canada, Mr. Ingbret
son is a professional portrait painter who
tutors in the French academic tradition.
He is a member of the Guild of Boston
Artists and currently is represented by the
Francesca Anderson Gallery, Boston. He
has also contributed several covers for
THE NEW AMERICAN.
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incoherent insanities of a Francis Bacon;
from the designed discords of a Wassily
Kandinsky to the drunken dribblings of
a Jackson Pollock; from the mustachioed
Mona Lisas of a Marcel Duchamp to the
comic-book copies of an Andy Warhol
their heritage can be easily traced.

I began to wonder, if modernism is not
the natural offspring of the great art of
the West, whose is it? Where has this
imposter comefrom that has temporarily
usurped the throne of art? And what is
he up to?

At first, my research turned up noth
ing but the usual high-sounding accounts
of how brilliant innovators like Georges
Braque and Picasso were advancing art.
Art, they said, like homo sapiens, was in
the process of evolving into something
higher, something that transcended the
mere material. Modernists, they in
sisted, were seeking the "living core" and
were obliged to reject the "mere husk."
Over and over, I was informed that the
modernist's was the greater cause, be
cause he was able to bypass the super-
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Michelangelo's Pieta and Marcel Duchamp's Bicycle Wheel: Which represents the higher stage in the development of art?

ficial physical world that all artists had
heretofore confused with ultimate real
ity. Michelangelo?Rembrandt? Millet? It
seemed incredible that anyone couldpos
sibly hold such a view.

Because it appeared that modernism
was claiming to be the first truly spirit
ual art form, I was on the lookout for any
historical references to the spiritual
backgrounds and intentions of the indi
viduals involved. Pickings were surpris
ingly slim. Yes, I discovered Kandinsky's
On the Spiritual in Art and thought I was
making progress when I learned that this
book had become a kind of bible to mod
ernists. But, on the whole, historians
seemed not to have noticed that modern
art was supposed to be spiritual. They
wrote endlessly about volumes and
space, line and color, even throwing in
the word "classical" now and again. They
seemed determined to sell the idea that
the objects of their reviews were no dif
ferent from the art of the 19th Century
or the Renaissance. Just more advanced.

Ofcourse, there were some who vague
ly perceived the possiblity of a latent
spirituality - like the Boston art critic
who referred to the circular pile of rocks
in the courtyard of Harvard's Fogg Art
Museum as "rose petals from heaven."
Other critics went offon similar tangents
but, because their offerings were obvious
inventions, completely contradicting
their fellow experts , it was hard to take
them seriously. I never knew an artist
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who read the stuff except for the enter
tainment associated with all buffoonery.

Eventually, I began to turn up some
provocative literature, by Sixten Ring
bom and others , on the spiritual aspects
of modernism. But these were usually
quite limited in scope. Then I found the
evidence I needed. Late in 1987, the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art put to
gether a well-researched and heavily
documented volume to go with an exhi
bition entitled The Spiritual in Art: Ab
stract Expressionism, 1890-1985. At
about the same time, the CollegeArt As
sociation produced its Winter Art Jour
nal. It was completely given over to the
same general theme. Their research
proved conclusively that I was on the
right trail. Not only did it document the
spiritual basis of modernism, but, even
better, it uncovered the particular forms
taken by this spirituality.

What of Craftmanship?
To be considered great art, the modern

counterfeit would have to succeed as a
craft. To be specific, great painting in
corporates the skillful manipulation of
paint with profound knowledge of all as
pects of the trade. Few modernists dem
onstrate even moderate skills with the
brush, and many of their canvases are
literally falling apart. Their incompet
ence as draughtsmen is all but universal,
and their meager decorative skills have
frequently gone del iberately unused.

Many of these characters never even
studied the art they claim to have
superseded. A fellow student of his once
said that Pollocklearned his trade in the
Art Students League cafeteria.

Another criterion by which art is
judged is its ability to communicate.
While much of the subject matter of 19th
Century representational art may be
trivial, its producers are still superior to
those modernists who fail to communi
cate their themes even vaguely.

P ainting, like any form of expres
sion, will reveal the beliefs and
convictions of its maker and , in

that sense, have spiritual content. Paint
ings have often been made for explicitly
religious purposes. Yet I was wholly un
prepared to associate spirituality with
modernism. Weren't its disciples degen
erates? That's what all the histories im
plied, and it's clear that many were. But
even degenerates have souls, and some,
like Caravaggio, even painted pictures
intended for use in the church. As I stud
ied the material I had amassed , I realized
that, rather than being religious, it was
spiritual in an occultic sense.

Some of its creators specificallysought
to render in paint what they had expe
rienced in seances and trances, opening
themselves up to anything and every
thing that might further their quest.
Some, perceiving that the underlying ge
ometry of good compositions was some-
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how a reflection of God, or at least the
core of things, thought to go directly to
the spiritual and thereby produce more
significant paintings. Others were sim
ply trying to find God- or should I say,
cosmic consciousness - and painting
was their tool. Some tried to derive su
pernatural healing through their paint
ings.

Taken as a whole, the work is far closer
to the psycho-spiritualistic experimen
tation of Carl Jung than anything in the
history ofWestern art. Ofcourse, the En
glish mystic William Blake (1757-1827)
had dabbled in painting and poetry when
it served his spiritual purposes and in
that sense was a prototype for the better
known modernists. His approach to
painting was shared by Delacroix and
others , who believed that the best paint
ing was done through the release ofone's
self to his genie. If the artist felt a thing
intensely enough while painting, his
message would somehow come across to
the audience. Never mind the grammar:
Just give a good old primal scream. Al- .
though serious painters disagreed, De
lacroix felt that he did his best work un
der the influence of a brain fever from
which he suffered. People of this men
tality have dominated our art schools for
the past half century. Its fruits can be
seen everywhere, including in our men
tal institutions.

Spiritualism of the Occult
So,what did I unearth? Well,first, that

this tendency toward the spiritual - or

should I say, spiritualistic - was ex
tremely widespread among the modern
ists and, second, that it was central to
the movement. In the words of Maurice
Tuchman, the organizer ofThe Spiritual
in Art: ''The genesis and development of
abstract art was inextricably tied to spir
itual ideas current in Europe in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centu
ries. An astonishingly high proportion of
visual artists working in the past one
hundred years have been involved with
these ideas and belief systems, and their
art reflects a desire to express spiritual,
utopian, or metaphysical ideals that can
not be expressed in traditional terms."

In the introduction to the College Art
Journal , Linda Dalrymple Henderson
adds: ''The emergence in the later nine
teenth century ofnew theories about the
nature of reality and the nature of the
self created an openness towards the
mystical and occult ideas that increas
ingly can be identified as a major char
acteristic of modernism itself."

What were these "mystical and occult
ideas," these ''belief systems" so closely
identified with modernism? Robert Gal
breath lists them in a glossary to The
Spiritual in Art. They include Alchemy,
Anthroposophy, the Cabala, Hermeti
cism, Mysticism, the Occult, Spiritual
ism, Swedenborgianism, Taoism, and
Theosophy.

The chief influences within these cir
cles were Theosophists Madame Blavat
sky, the founder of the Theosophical So
ciety, Annie Besant and Rudolf Steiner,

as well as Jakob Boehme, WolfgangVon
Goethe, Immanuel Swedenborg, P. D.
Ouspensky, and Edward Carpenter.

These various systems might be
broadly categorized as occultic, defined
as the belief in or study of supernatural
powers and the possibility of subjecting
them to human control. Theosophy,
which may have inspired the Nazi theory
of Aryan supremacy, probably has had
as great an influence on modern art as
any other belief system. Kandinsky and
Jean Arp, Piet Mondrian and Pollock,
and even Paul Gauguin were among the
many artists who came under its spell.
Some of Kandinsky's theosophical back
ground came by way of Rudolf Steiner,
who contributed his insights into the
"path to knowledge" to a periodical with
the ominous title of Lueifer-Gnosis.

What was Theosophy all about? Occult
scholar James Webb observed that "the
worldwide organization of the Theosoph
ists [formed in 1875] has been respon
sible for the greatest diffusion of occult
doctrines, and that these have often been
purveyed in peculiar forms. Astrology,
alchemy, Gnosticism, endless forms of
Eastern religion have all been grist to its
mill." The Theosophical Society, accord
ing to Galbreath, "is important for pop
ularizing ideas of reincarnation and
karma, secret masters, and Tibet as the
land of ageless wisdom; for fostering the
revival of Buddhism in Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) and Hinduism in India; for en
couraging the comparative study of re
ligion and for persuading many that the

:~.

No. 28by J"ackson Pollock: Was he an exponent of the Cafeteria school of art?
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Picasso's Guernica was painted asa reaction to the bombing of the town of Guernica during the Spanish Civil War

essential teachings of the great religions
are one." He added: "The primary aim of
theosophical teaching . . . is to enhance
awareness of the relationships between
nature and spirit, and thus to enable the
individual to achieve direct, intuitive
knowledge (wisdom) and personal expe
rience of the spiritual." Other objectives
"were to combat materialism in science
and dogmatism in religion, to investigate
scientifically the laws ofthe universe (in
cluding the spiritual realm and their in
habitants), to develop the latent powers
of man, to make known the esoteric
teachings ofthe oriental religions, and to
promote the brotherhood of humanity."
(Does all this begin to smell a little like
the New Age Movement?)

This abhorrence of religious dogma
tism, usually directed at Christianity,
was shared by the Dadaists, whofelt that
their movement would somehow lead to
the regeneration of mankind.

Something Other Than Art
I was beginning to find example after

example ofthe specificapplication ofthis
mystic/occultic thinking on the work it
self. Modernism began to make sense
when I recognized the resemblance be
tween the images these people were pro
ducing as art and the pagan religious im
agery of primitive cultures like the
American Indians or the Africans. Some
ofit, for example, like the imitation sand
paintings of Jackson Pollock, was in
tended by its maker to bring about phys-
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ical or psychic healing.
, Many modernists attempted the oc
cultic conjuring technique known as au
tomatism. Automatism is writing or
drawing done under the control of some
thing other than the consciousmind. The
Ouija board is probably the best-known
example of this kind of thing. Believed
by many to be a source of demonic influ
ences, automatism has nevertheless
been practiced by such well-known fig
ures as Goethe, Victor Hugo, and Wil
liam Butler Yeats. Paul Klee declared in
his diaries: "My hand is wholly the in
strument of some remote power. It is not
my intellect that runs the show, but
something different, something higher,
and more distant - somewhere else. I
must have great friends there, bright
ones, but sombre ones, too."

Irving Sandler observed in The
Triumph of American Painting that all
of the American Abstract Expressionists
of the forties and fifties, "except Moth
erwell, were attracted to ancient myths
and primitive art and employed auto
matism to reveal what they believed to
be universal symbols that inhabited the
inner mind." Arshile Gorky "made a
grand style of automatism."

In the first Surrealist Manifesto
(1924), Andre Breton described the au
tomatism he practiced as "thought's dic
tation, in the absence of all control ex
ercised by reason and outside all
aesthetic or moral preoccupation."

No reason? No aesthetic or moral di-

rection? How much more evidence do we
need to say that modernism is something
other than art?

But there is more. Kandinsky bor
rowed visual imagery from Theosophical
texts, while Mondrian invented a visual
language to represent Theosophical con
cepts. The Surrealist Max Ernst, using a
more or less representational approach,
produced what he called a "collage novel"
in tribute to the alchemical tradition. I
could see now why modern art was often
incomprehensible to average viewers.

Only for the Initiated
In What is Art, the Russian novelist

Tolstoy said that, if the viewer cannot
comprehend what the artist is trying to
communicate, the fault is with the artist.
Not that modernists have cared. Even on
the rare occasions when they use real
istic imagery, their meaning remains mi
decipherable. It was dawning on me that
modernist painting was intended pri
marily either for the initiated or for the
artist himself. Either way, it fails to live
up to a basic assumption of art. In its
quest for the universal behind all things,
modernism fails to communicate even to
a modest proportion of its viewers.

Cubism, which some take to be merely
the superimposed images of an object
seen from several sides at once (albeit
poorly), was also a product of occultic
thought. Its imagery was supposedly in
tended to show what one of its theorists,
the poet Guillaume Apollinaire, called
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Lady in Moscow by Wassily Kandinsky, circa 1912

the fourth dimension, the "dimension of
the infinite."

Cubist spokesman Jacques Lipchitz
confessed: "The artists made deter
mined, if good humored, searches in the
realm of practical magic and alchemy
and tried to cultivate their spirit if not
actually pursue their ends. Thus, we had
read The Emerald Table by Paracelsus
[later attributed to the father of Her
meticism, Hermes Trismegistus]. The
Cubists were also very much interested
in the occult properties of images." InDu
Cubisme, the painters Albert Gleizesand
Jean Metzinger compared the Cubists
with "the great Mystics."

And on and on. The pagan nature of
all this activity was emphasized by the
bellicosity of recurring statements
against "dogmatic Christianity" and "re
ligious tyranny." Something told me I
was beginning to see the bigger picture.

M any people, not just artists,
have unrealistic hopes and as
pirations for mankind. And

many would do just about anything to
bring them about. Isn't that what the
Communist empire is built on? In the
midst ofthe most brutal inhumanity ever
seen on earth, Stalinism, many of the
supporters of the Socialist International
remained convinced that they were
building Utopia in the Soviet Union. The
artists ofKandinsky's "epochofthe great
spiritual" shared the alchemistlhuman
ist belief that man has the potential, as
expressed by Arp's Marxist friend Ernst
Bloch, to "transmute the physical world
into a future utopia."

It was here that I began to understand
both the frequency and the virulence of
the modernist use ofthe word revolution.
What was so important about the way
pictures are made that would lead people
to such implacability? Why did Art have
to go? It seems a little perverse, doesn't
it? Like murdering your grandmother. Of
course, it wasn't art; it was politics. Spe
cifically, the politics ofUtopia. Instead of
leading to Utopia, however, it looked
more like a program for endless revolu
tion.

Revolution of the Avant-Garde
Everywhere I looked, the literature

spoke of revolution, emancipation from
the past, liberation from just about any
thing. And there was that military catch
word that expressed it all, "avant-garde."

Accordingto Henderson, Kandinsky was
looking "for a new way to shock his au
dience out of lethargy into involvement,
to prepare them for the struggle for the
great utopia."

The Weimar Bauhaus school of archi
tecture, renowned for originating, or at
least taking to ridiculous extremes, the
idea that form should follow function,
was headed by a man named Walter Gro
pius. Said to be overcharged with mys
tical and metaphysical ideas, he in
formed his students that they were to
"desire, conceive and create the new
structure of the future ... which will one
day ride toward heaven from the hands
ofa million workers like the crystal sym
bol of a new faith." He also told his stu
dents that they were part of a "secret
lodge"that would help work out a "great
new world idea."

The Surrealist movement, according to
historian Sandler, "aimed to revolution
ize man and society." In a bookstrangely
entitled, The Politics of the Unpolitical,
writer Herbert Read confirmedthat sur
realists "are performing a very important
revolutionary function. The particular

method they adopt is to so mingle fact
and fancy that the normal concept of
reality no longer exists."

Charged With Red
As I perused the Theosophical litera

ture, I was particularly struck by a state
ment attributed to a leading American
Theosophist: ''While [all] Socialists are
not Theosophists, I have a feeling that
all Theosophists should be Socialists."
And then I made the discovery that An
nie Besant, one of the leaders of the
Theosophical movement, became a Brit
ish Fabian Socialist. Maybe it was Theo
sophy, maybe it was too much drawing
on the left side of the brain, but, what
ever the reason, the ranks of the artistic
revolutionaries were charged with Red.

A former art critic of the Communist
New Masses, Samuel Putnam, asserted:
''The Surrealists are avowed Commu
nists." Read concurred: "Surrealism is an
application of the same logicmethod (di
alectical materialism) to the realm ofart.
By the dialectical method we can explain
the development of art in the past and
justify a revolutionary art at the present
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Outbreak of Fear IJI by Paul Klee
who claimed to be guided by spirits

t ime." Kandinsky and Marc Chagall
fought for the Bolshevik Revolution. Un
der Lenin, Chagall became an art official
in Vibetsk, while Kandinsky founded the
Moscow Institu te of Art and Culture.

Picassomade no attempt to concealhis
membership in the French Communist
Party and acknowledged that all his
friends were also members. He publicly
stated that his art was Communist art.
"No," he said, "painting is not done to
decorate apartments. It is an instrument
of war for attack and defense against the
enemy." Of all the documents I uncov
ered in my quest to understand this side
of the modernist mentality, one somehow
seemed symbolic. It was a thin volume
on Picasso's "anti-imperialist" propa-

ganda gargantua, "Guernica," its author
the British art-curator-turned-Commu
nist-spy, Anthony Blunt.

Howabout the Dadaists? Well, besides
openly declaring their enmity for the cul
ture of the "bourgeois" - a foe of most
modern "isms," showing again their un
ity with the Left - two of the group,
George Grosz and John Heartfield , de
scribed their work as the "machine art
of Tatlin." Who was Tatlin? Just a Rus
sian artist who decided to stay in the
USSR and devote his art solely to the
Communist revolution. Although I have
seen little of the work of Tatlin, I can
guarantee that for sheer, crude, ranting,
Socialist propaganda it holds second
place only to George Grosz's.

In Italy , the Futurists actually at
tempted to become the official artists of
Fascism through the closefriendship ofF.
T. Marinetti with the socialist Mussolini.

The list of American artists affiliated
with the radical left since the turn of the
century - from the Ash Canners to the
Abstract Expressionists and right into
today's art institutions - seems endless.

"Almost all the originators of Ameri
ca's abstract art," reported art critic Har
old Rosenberg, "had been steeped in the
political art of the Depression. Pollock
had been influenced by left-wing mural
painting; Rothko had composed a tab
leaux of the city poor; de Kooning had
executed constructions for [Communist
inspired] Artist's Union demonstrations;
Reinhardt and Motherwell had dabbled
in Marxism - the latter was to cling to
the Spanish Civil War as his major
theme in the years that followed." In
1961 Rosenberg reported that he had

been informed that Jackson Pollock had
joined the Communist Party.

The Ash Can schoolofpainting derived
its name from the lower-class, back-alley
subject mat ter its practitioners chose to
paint as a form of social protest. Robert
Henri , its nominal head , taught painting
at the (anarchist ) Ferrer Association's
Modern School in New York, along with
George Bellows, while associates John
Sloan, William Gropper, and Art Young
worked as artists for the Masses and its
descendant, the New .Masses . Gropper
late r painted a series of murals for the
headquarters of the Communist Party's
Daily Worker. The Eight , as this group
called itself, were responsible for putting
together the Armory Show of 1913. This
was the first major exhibition ofmodern
ist painting in the United States.

O bviously, they did not do it
alone. If you needed funding for
an exhibition of revolutionary

art created by mystic weirdos with so
cialist leanings , who wouldyou approach
for funding? Why, the Vanderbilts, nat
urally. And so they did. The Vanderbilts
were only too glad to help the modernist
cause. Before long, they were joined by
the Rockefellers, and the Rockefellersby
the Guggenheims, and so on.

Power Behind the Throne
Historian Sandler expressed the belief

that Abstract Expressionism resulted di
rectly from the "takeover of art by the
establishment." Tom Wolfe observed in
his best-selling salvo, ThePaintedWord:

Modern Art arrived in the
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Excerpts from Max Ernst's collage novels: suggestive of animation from Monty Python's Flying Circus butnotashumorous.
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Rembrandt's Philosopher InMeditation conveys abstract
concepts without rejecting esthetic principles

United States in the 1920's not like
a rebel commando force but like
Standard Oil. By 1929 it had been
established, institutionalized, in
the most overwhelming way: in the
form ofthe Museum ofModern Art.
This cathedral of Culture was not
exactly the brainchild of visionary
bohemians. It was founded in John
D. Rockefeller, Jr's living room, to
be exact, with the Goodyears,
Blisses, and Crowninshields in at
tendance.

By the mid-1930's, Modern Art
was already so chic that corpora
tions held it aloft like a flag to show
that they were both up-to-date and
enlightened, a force in Culture as
well as Commerce. The Dole Pine
apple Company sent Georgia
O'Keeffeand Isamu Noguchito Ha
waii to record their impressions,
and the Container Corporation of
America was commissioning ab
stract work by Fernand Leger,
Henry Moore, and others.

We can now see that Modern Art
enjoyed all the glories [of success]
after the First World War not be
cause it was "finally understood"
but rather because a few fashion
able people discovered their own
uses for it. ...

In addition to the Museum of Modern
Art, there were two other exclusively
modernist showplaces: the Whitney,
built with more Vanderbilt money, and
the Guggenheim. Guggenheim money
was also instrumental in the establish
ment of the London Institute of Contem
porary Art. The leA, which now has at
least seven offspring across the United
States, was co-foundedby socialist Her
bert Read and, according to the editor of
Apollo (art) magazine, "is largely dedi
cated to a glorification ofa perpetual rev
olution in the arts...."

Read's personal financial angel, Peggy
Guggenheim, who hobnobbed with the
artists themselves, was at one time mar
ried to Max Ernst. Her Art Of This Cen
tury gallery was another significant con
tributor to the success of modernism in
America. In the forties, it provided a
show place and meeting place for Euro
pean modernists (some of whom, like
Andre Breton, were in the United States
to avoid involvement in the Second
World War) and their American coun-
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terparts . It was Peggy, reports Tom
Wolfe, who "picked"the unknown Cubist
Jackson Pollock and "create[d] his rep
utation."

The Transition to Modernism
These patrons of the new, revolution

ary art created a school at Harvard's
Fogg Museum to indoctrinate the cura
tors necessary to staff their (and other)
museums. Inaugurated in 1922 by inter
national banker Paul J. Sachs (Goldman,
Sachs Co.), its well-trained "experts"
were gradually insinuated into the na
tion's museums until, by the late thirties,
there were more than 300 ofthem in mu
seum positions across the nation. From
these positions, they were able to aid
greatly in the transition to the modern.
(Among standard art museum policies
soondiscontinued were the consultations
with America's bona fide artists before
the purchase of new works. Besides as
suring quality and authenticity, this
concession to credible artistic opinion
provided continuity with past artistic
values. The modernist bias of the cura
tors soonled to such "intrigues" that even
author Booth Tarkenton could not resist
commenting on them in his fictional
Rumbin Galleries. Excellent examples of
19th Century pictures were simply dis
carded, often secretly. Some of the lost
work has never been accounted for.)

Modernism was propagandized so ef
fectively that a rising young artist, the
22-year-oldArshile Gorky, announced in
1926that Picasso and Henri Matisse "are
greater artists than the old masters. Ce
zanne is the greatest artist, shall I say,
that has lived." Five years later, Gorky
asked rhetorically: "Has there in six cen
turies been better art than Cubism?"

Was it that the greedy lions ofthe mar
ketplace had discovered an untouched
carcass? Did they buy up a large amount
ofthe work ofan artist forpennies, create
a reputation for him in their great (it
must-be-art) museums and their media,
and then sit back and watch his prices
escalate? Did they enhance the value of
their holdings by having their tax-free
foundation-funded museum ostenta
tiously purchase one of their artist's
works at many times its previous price?
Isn't that precisely the Jackson Pollock
story? Mark Rothko's looks strikingly
similar. Was the dedication of a full edi
tion ofLife magazine to the life and work
of the atheist/Communist anti-artist Pa
blo Picasso just a way of enhancing the
market value of his work? Perhaps.

But something was still bothering me.
Wouldn't it have been just as easy to buy
up the work of a promising young tra
ditional painter, and with a lot less trou
ble make the same kind of profit?
Couldn't they have picked an occasional
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realist, and perhaps one who loves his
country just as it is? What is it about
leftism and arcane religions that so fas
cinates the backers of modernism?

T hen I remembered a book that
just might be ofsome help. It was
written by a member of the "es

tablishment," John D. Rockefeller III to
be exact, and it is ominously entitled The
Second American Revolution. It is de
scribed on its cover as a "stimulating, el
oquent analysis of the humanistic
changes we are experiencing now and
must achieve in the future." Rockefeller
expressly states that, while he does not
consider himself a revolutionary, he is
interested in ensuring that the revolu
tion he perceives to be in progress is a
"true revolution." The definition he likes
is that of the contemporary French au
thor of Without Marx or Jesus , Jean
Francois Revel, who says a true revolu
tion is a

social, cultural, moral and even ar
tistic transformation, where the
values ofthe old world are rejected,
where relations between social
classes are reconsidered, where re
lations among individuals are mod
ified, where the concept of family
changes, where the value of work,
the very goals of existence are re
considered.

My mind wandered. To the Dadaist,
art was a "form of transition"; the Bau
haus worked for a "new world idea"; and
Kandinsky, the father of modem ab
straction, tried to "create an environ
ment appropriate for change ," to "shock
his audience out oflethargy into involve
ment, to prepare them for the struggle
for the great utopia." Utopia? Is that the
word? When the Rockefellers and their
friends talk about their "new world 01'

del'," is that what they really mean: Uto
pia? Do the patrons of the "new world
order" want the "social, cultural, moral
and artistic transformations" repre
sented by modem art? Without their fi
nancing, the whole phenomenon would
have played itself out by now. But, with

. a little imagination and the miracle of
marketing, they've almost got the whole
thing paying for itself. .

A Fait Accompli?
Is the revolution of modern art a fait
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accompli? In February 1987, Time mag
azine's Robert Hughes reviewed the
opening of the Lila Acheson Wallace
wing of the Metropolitan Museum ofArt ,
NewYork City. Named for the co-founder
of Reader's Digest, this new wing repre
sents yet another major space dedicated
exclusively to the modern art of the 20th
Century. Wallace wrote: "If there is any
one out there who still imagines that
modernism is not the official culture of
our day, not the secular religion of the
U.S., this project will dispel those last
illusions."

It may be official but, rather than re
flecting today's society, my evidence sug
gests that it is being forced on us from
above for the purpose ofchanging today's
society. Universities across the country,
ever the haven of intellectual fashion ,
have sponsored more and more of this
anti-intellectual and anti-rational art of
revolution through their galleries, as
well as their art classes (which have
never produced artists in the first place).
Most of the art history texts used at the
college level have a curious tendency to
leave out the traditional American paint
ers of the tum of the century, some of
our greatest. In their place, they put the
ill-trained and incompetent Socialist
realists of the Ash Can school and thence
proceed directly to modernism.

I cannot say from firsthand experience
what all the art institutions of the West
are up to, but I think this description of
the Royal College of Art in London by
former student Sue Coe in Art News mag
azine, October 1987, is fairly typical:

We shaved our heads and wore
brooches of raw liver. We incorpo
rated razor blades and blood into
our paintings. The art schools in
England have always been
hotbeds . The kids who go to the art
schools are usually the misfits of
society. They gravitate to art school
because they are left alone there.
The genius of the British art school
system is that the kids are left on
their own. Ifyou want to talk to the
professor, you go 'round to the pub.
Out of this system came wonderful
industrial design and rock music.

The laws ofbeauty have been replaced
by the dictatorship of originality, doing
your own thing, and the results have
placed the works of would-be artists well

outside any classic definition of art.
Young people whose only aspiration in
art was to be like the great masters have
been browbeaten into conformity or de
ceived into believing that the art insti
tution they were entering could help
them fulfill their ambitions.

True painters are inspired to become
artists by a love for the visual world and
all its beauties, and a desire and an ap
titude to recreate them; and by a love for
the ennobling works of the great masters
of Western Art and a longing to do what
they did. In great art they find nourish
ment: pleasure for the senses and inspi
ration for the soul. And that is what they
hope to give back. But, due to the de
struction of educational agencies over
the past century, they have been hard
pressed to gain even a fraction of the ed
ucation necessary to acquire comparable
skills or understanding. Our entire cul
ture is the loser.

Reviewers of a recent show of the fig
urative work of one of the finest painters
of the 19th Century, William-Adolphe
Bouguereau, derided his work as sweet
sentimentality. At about the same time ,
they were promoting the work ofcontem
porary genius Julian Schnabel. It was
comprised of bits of broken plates glued
onto a canvas, which was then mucked
up with crude globs of brackish pigment.
They chose excrement over sentimental
ity. This is the consummation ofthe mod
ernist revolution. Pretending to be wise,
they have become fools. This is the cul
ture of Utopia . There is no Utopia.•

looking Ahead
In the next issue

of THE NEW AMERICAN:

* The third Conservative Index for
the 100th Congress rates your con
gressmen on 20 key votes;* Robert W. Lee argues that Con
gress has exceeded its constitu
tional mandate because voters
have either forgotten or abandoned
the principles of Americanism;* Mark Isaacs revisits one of the
most delightful books in all of lit
erature, Robinson Crusoe; and

* Hilaire du Berrier reports on the
global wave of terrorism that Qad
dafi is planning.
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an Indiana farm
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Have you positioned yourself
to take advantage of the security,

income, and diversification
offered through the

ownership of Ind iana farmland?
Maybe you should!

If interested. we can help.
Please Contact Us!!

HALDERMAN
FARM MANAGEMENT

SERVICE, INCORPORATED

Specialists in
farm management

and farm real estate
since 1930

Hugh. B. Pence
1420 Adams St., Layfayette, IN 47905

(317) 742-4269

"We Manage and Sell Farrns"

POP QUIZ
1. In Biblical times , during the year of

Jubilee', which of the following
events would take place? (a) No
crops would be harvested during the
year; (b) land would revert to the
original owner or heirs ; (c) all debts
would be remitted and all Hebrews
enslaved for debt would be freed; (d)
all of the above

2. What is a Kondratieff cycle? (a) Sta
lin's first five-year agricultural
plan; (b) a method for deferring
long-term capital gains ; (c) a long
wave business cycle averaging 50
years ; (d) a new Soviet motorbike
planned for export to America later
this year

3. According to Jean-Francois Revel,
which of the following areas are
transformed in a true revolution?
(a) social and cultural; (b) political
(c) artistic; (d) all of the above

4. In addition to the name of the gov
erning center of the Soviet Union,
what is a "kremlin"? (a) a gold coin;
(b) a citadel; (c) a symbol consisting
of a hammer and a sickle; (d) none
of the above

5. Whofirst proposed a systematic fed
eral arts program? (a) The drafters
of the Constitution in 1787 ; (b)
famed Connecticut artist John
Trumbull in 1826 ; (c) President
James Buchanan in 1859; (d) Rep
resentative Samuel Cox (D-NY) in
1879

6. Which of the following families did
not fund a major modern art mu
seum? (a) the Guggenheims; (b) the
Rockefellers; (c) the Vanderbilts; (d)
the Wyeths

7. According to Tol stoy, who is to
blame if the viewer cannot compre
hend what the artist is trying to
communicate? (a) the artist; (b) the
viewer; (c) the gallery; (d) the art
critics

8. What did former New Masses art
critic Samuel Putnam accuse the
Surrealists of being? (a) Socialists;
(b) Communists; (c) Homosexuals;
(d) Vegetarians

9.- N.C. Wyeth studied under which of
the following artists? (a) Winslow
Homer; (b) Howard Pyle; (c) James
Whistler; (d) John Singer Sargent

10. What kind ofscenes is N.C. Wyeth
famous for painting? (a ) Paris
street scenes; (b) ballerinas; (c)
San Francisco Bay scenes; (d) ru
rallandscapes and fictional heros

11. Who proposed in April 1932 to
"keep the doors of immigration
closed to entrance ofcertain aliens
whose condition is known to be
detrimental to the stamina of the
race" and to "give dysgenic groups
in our population their choice of
segregation or sterilization"? (a)
Dr. Ernst Rudin ofthe Nazi Party;
(b) Planned Parenthood Founder
Margaret Sanger; (c) Hitler; (d)
Mussolini

12. What did the Federal Government
"buy" with the $175,000 grant that
it gave to sculptor Richard Serra?
(a) renovation work on the carving
on Mount Rushmore ; (b) the carv
ing of the nation's first president
on Mt. Washington; (c) the re
moval of the carving of the confed
erate heros on Stone Mountain on
the grounds that the carving was
racist; (d) the creation of a 120
foot-long ''Tilted Wall," which was
strategically placed to obstruct pe
destrian traffic in lower Manhat
tan's Federal Plaza

13. What was the outcome of Serra's
work (# 12 above)? (a) Mt. Rush
more looks better than ever; (b) en
vironmental concerns forced the
cancellation of the Mt. Washing
ton project; (c) public protest
forced the cancellation of the
Stone Mountain project; (d) the
government decided to move the
"Tilted Wall," whereupon Serra
filed a suit claiming that his "free
dom of speech" would be violated

14. Which ofthe followingstates is the
only one to have banned surrogate
motherhood by statute? (a) New
Jersey; (b) Louisiana; (c) Ken
tucky; (d) Michigan

15. How much is 17 kilograms in
pounds? (a) 3.4lbs; (b) 8.6 lbs; (c)
37.5 lbs; (d) 56.4 lbs •

Answers are on pages (1) 52 , (2) 52, (3) 34, (4)

22, (5) 6, (6) 32-33, (7) 30, (8) 31, (9) 58, (10)
58-59, (11) 11, (12) 8, (13) 8, (14) 51, (15) 40.
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WORTH REPEATING
They have no respect for the wisdom

of others, but they pay it off by a very
full measure of confidence in their own.
With them it is a sufficient motive to de
stroy an old scheme of things because it
is an old one.... duration is no object to
those who think little or nothing has
been done before their time and who
place all their hopes in discovery.

- Edmund Burke

As the soil, however rich it may be,
cannot be productive without culture, so
the mind, without cultivation, can never
produce good fruit .

-Seneca

Who is he then? He is Gauguin, the
savage who hates a wearisome civili
zation; something of a Titan, who, jeal
ous of his creator, in his idle moments
makes his own little creation; a child
who breaks up his toys to make others;
he who denies and defies the rabble,
preferring to see the sky red, rather
than blue, as they do.

- August Strindberg

The object of all art is to soften the
manners, by training the heart and mind
to right thoughts and worthy sentiments.

- Cicero

For about 20 years now the most alert
young people of two successive genera
tions - in Berlin, Paris, London, New
York, Rome,Madrid - have found them
selves faced with the undeniable fact
that they have no use for traditional art;
moreover, that they detest it.

- Ortega y Gasset, 1925

Art is the gift ofGod,and must be used
unto His glory.

- Longfellow

. . . we have recently made the Arts,
for example, less dangerous to us than,
perhaps, they have ever been, "lowbrow"
and "highbrow" artists alike being now
daily drawn into fresh, and still fresh ,
excesses of lasciviousness, unreason,
cruelty , and pride.
- ThedevilScrewtapetohis subordinate
Wormwood in C.S. Lewis's The Screw
tape Letters
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The highest art is always the most re
ligious, and the greatest artist is always
a devout man.

- William Blaikie

[Our Purpose is] to ensure that liter
ature and art fit well into the whole rev
olutionary machine as a component part,
that they operate as powerful weapons
for uniting and educating the people and
for attacking and destroying the enemy,
and that they help the people fight the
enemy with one heart and one mind.

- Mao Tse-tung

Why don't you stop drawing those mob
scenes and clenched fists and paint the
landscapes you were meant to paint?
- WhittakerChambers, tohis future wife

It is in nature that you may discover
the beauty which constitutes the domi
nant objective of painting.

-Ingres

Art doesn't exist for art's sake. Art, as
Lenin taught, is a weapon of the class
struggle. "Culture"becomesan indoctrinal
spray seeking to control every part of the
member's heart, mind, and soul.

- J. Edgar Hoover

I am a Communist and my painting is
Communist painting.... No, painting is
not done to decorate apartments. It is an
instrument ofwar for attack and defense
against the enemy.

-Picasso

The Communist art that has infil
trated our cultural front is not the Com
munist art in Russia today - one is the
weapon of destruction, and the other is
the medium of controlled propaganda.
- Hon. George A. Dondero of Michigan

The true work of art is but the shadow
of the divine perfection.

- Michelangelo

The author of a work of imagination is
trying to affect us wholly, as human
beings, whether he knows it or not; and
we are affected by it as human beings,
whether we intend to be or not.

- T. S. Eliot

WORTH
REPEATING

You cannot bring about prosperity
by discouraging thrift.

You cannot strengthen the weak
by weakening the strong.

You cannot help the wage earner
by pulling down the wage payer.

You cannot further
the brotherhood of man

by encouraging class hatred.
You cannot keep out of trouble

by spending more than you earn.
You cannot build

character and courage
by taking away man's

initiative and indepedence.
You cannot help men permanently

by doing for them what they
could and should doforthemselves.

Abraham Lincoln

;l1l1I ilhclm
J\utn
~alcs,

cJJnr.

(518) 793-5176
GLENS FALLS
(518) 885-1088

ALBANY

202 BROAD STREET
GLENS FALLS, NY 12801

We strive for excellence



CULTURAL CURRENTS

Soviet Destruction of Afghan Culture
The carpets and jewelry of Afghani

stan are some of the finest in the world.
The vibrant colors, intricate designs, and
rich fabrics have won Afghan carpet and
kilim work an uncontested place in art
history. The fire-gilded silver and brass
jewelry, set with precious and semi-pre
cious stones, have been the treasures of
kings throughout the centuries. But the
years of rug weaving and gilding in Af- .
ghanistan have drawn to a close since the
invasion of their Soviet neighbor eight
years ago. Carpet and jewelry makers
have been killed, or driven from their
homes and forced to defend their country
from the Red Army. As a result, Afghan
carpets and fine jewelry are becoming a
lost craft.

The Soviet Union tries deliberately to
undermine the Afghan people's cultural
identity, and particularly their attach
ment to Islam, which provides the driv
ing force behind their resistance to Com
munist rule . Of the pre-war population
of17 million, six million are now refugees
and over one million are dead. Some have
attempted tc carry on their crafts in ref
ugee camps, but the quality of their work
has suffered . The materials they need
are either not available in Pakistan or
are of poorer quality.

At first glance, Afghanistan appears to
be a backward country poor in resources
and untamed in nature. Many Ameri
cans, shocked by the first news reports
of the Soviet invasion, wondered never
theless what great difference the absorp
tion of Afghanistan into the Soviet em
pire would make to the rest of the world.
But a closer look reveals a devotedly re
ligious, fiercely independent and wealthy
people. This is a country where even the
poorest wear gold and silver rings with
rubies and deep blue lapis lazuli. Women
and children are adorned daily with sil
ver coins and finely tooled bracelets and
earrings, and they wear velvet and silk
dresses to attend to their work. Even
horses and donkeys are lavished with ex
pensive metal jewelry and the finest
leather and woven materials simply for
decoration. Men's turbans are made from
the softest silk, and their traditional sal
war long shirt and baggy pants can take
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Handmade Afghan annlet

up to a year to embroider by hand. The
stitching is often so delicate that it takes
a microscope to discern the pattern.

There are two groups of peoples that
have mastered the arts ofcarpet and jew
elry craftsmanship in Afghanistan: the
Turkoman tribes of the northern prov
inces and the Balouch tribes of the west
ern provinces of Herat and Parah bor
dering Iran. The history of these crafts
predates 413 BC. These nomadic people
live in elaborate tents made of woven
kilim, which is easy to set up and dis
mantle, and easily transported. These
dwellings have to protect them from the
coldat night and the heat during the day,
as well as from wind and rain. Carpets
cover the floor and often serve as
weather-resistant doors. They are easily
folded and take up little space during mi
gration. Woven kilims and carpets are
preferred over bulkier animal skins.

Carpet weaving is the task of women
and young girls, who are masters of their
art. Because of pride and tradition,
women are prohibited from working out
side their homes. While their fathers and
brothers attend to the fields, they run the
household and create fabulous embroi
dery and woven carpets. As a rule, one
lady weaves an entire carpet herself. Be
ginning at age seven or eight, young girls
are allowed to work on the carpets with
their mothers. They work on a horizontal

loom, pegged to the ground and easy to
dismantle. The women process sheep
wool from their own flocks - washing,
spinning, and dyeing the material. Dyes
are derived from indigenous plants and
vegetables, such as beets . The techniques
of carpet weaving are passed on un
changed from generation to generation.
They vary from one village to another,
affected only by the local environment,
climate and flora, and modifiedby village
tradition. Each village has its own
unique design and combination of colors.
Many characteristic motifs are symbols
of their independence.

Turkoman carpets have been consid
ered of superior quality to Balouch. The
price usually reflects that quality by 40
percent. Turkoman rugs are usually
more tightly woven, and the designs
more intricate and synchronized. The
best Turkoman carpets come from the
northern provinces of Mazar-i-Sharif,
Kunduz, Badghis, Jozjan, Faryab, May
mana, Shiburan, and Daoulat-Abad,
each having the ir own unique designs ,
yet faithful to the Turkoman tradition.
Turkoman carpets also take longer to
weave. Turkoman colors, which are made
from vegetable dyes, range from deep red
to black, brown, dark blue, and onion.
They are thickly woven and can last for
more than a hundred years with normal
use, increasing greatly in value with age.
Their designs are generally geometric
and intricately patterned.

The majority ofthese carpets are made
not for export but for the keeping of fam
ily tradition; about half are made specif
ically for use in prayer. These prayer
rugs, called "[ ainamaz," are knelt upon
during prayer at the Mosque. Muslims
must pray five times a day, at designated
times, facing toward the Islamic holy
land of Mecca, covering the head, and
kneeling on a cloth. Each jainamaz is
patterned with a "mayharab," meaning
"the pulpit," which is considered the
front of the carpet and must point toward
the Holy Ka'aba in Mecca. Jainamaz car
pet weavers are forbidden to portray a
man's figure , because such art is consid
ered idolatrous. When the devotee has
finished prayer, the carpet must be hung
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on the wall to keep it clean and must
never be trod upon with shoes. Jainamaz
carpets are made as gifts for friends, fam
ily and weddings, never for export.

Turkoman jewelry, like their fine car
pets, displays superb craftsmanship .
Made of silver and brass, each piece is
embedded with stones such as red agate,
cornelian, lapis lazuli, rubies, and green
malachite - all indigenous to Afghani
stan. The quality of materials and deli
cacy of manufacture are unmatched.
Armlets , earrings, necklaces, belts, and
bridal crowns are engraved, stamped,
and fire-gilded with brass or silver ap
plique work, then set with stones . Jew
elry is often made to decorate clothing or
hair. Mothers might adorn their young
sons with such jewelry, if they are par
ticularly proud ofthem, although Afghan
men seldom wear jewelry.

Kouchijewelry, made by the gypsies of
Afghanistan, combines fine metal pieces
with rich embroidery and silk tassels.
Silver applique work is set on leather and
embroidery, lavished with tiny mirrors,
colorful glass beads, or coins. Shirt and
trouser cuffs are made of fine silk em
broidery and are designed to be cut off
and resewn to new clothes . Kouchi
women embroider silk bibs for their chil
dren , and hats for boys and young men,
later to be used under a turban.

The economicimportance ofTurkoman
jewelry is immense. Women are said to
be the bearers of the entire family's
wealth . Young women of rich families
wear so much jewelry that they can walk
only with difficulty. Bridal jewelry alone
can weigh as much as 17 kilograms (37.5
lbs). Many of these ornaments have been
handed down for thousands of years.
Some, found in graves, have been deter
mined to be 2,400 years old. Now these
priceless family heirlooms are being sold
to keep families alive in refugee camps.

The majority of women have been
taken from Afghanistan and moved to
refugee camps in Pakistan and Iran,
where they are left in the hands of an
older male family member while their
husbands and sons return to fight the
Soviet occupation of their country. There
are 25-30,000 widowed women in sepa
rate camps in Pakistan alone. Many of
these women possess this much sought
after talent, but are unable to carryon
their tradition without their flocks, dyes
and tools. Those who do manage to pro
duce some work find that the fine wool
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and silk of Afghanistan are unavailable
in Pakistan and are forced to mix wool
and synthetics, producing a less sturdy
and vibrant carpet.

Turkoman ladies , because of their re
fined talent, have found themselves in a
unique situation since the Soviet occu
pation ofAfghanistan. Traditionally, the
cost ofa Turkoman bride - which is paid
to the parents to offset the loss of a pro
ductive family member and to insure the
good intentions of the groom - was
about 200 ,000 afghanis (equal to a
$200,000 sacrifice for an American).
With their craft in danger of extinction ,
their work has become more prized than
ever. If the same Turkoman lady moves
to Pakistan, her bridal cost immediately
rises to 800,000 afg. She will return her
high cost by producing fine carpets that
her husband can sell.

Persian carpets from Iran have also
been highly prized in the United States
by rug dealers , but the quality is inferior
to that ofAfghan carpets. Iranian carpets
are woven with a combination of wool
and cotton, while Afghan carpets wear
longer and their colors do not run. In or
der to make a wool and silk carpet, silk
is first stretched across the loom, verti
cally in tight rows, then wool and silk
fibers are woven across the loom, thus
leaving pure silk fringe. The colors are
extremely vibrant and become more so
as the rug ages and is trod upon. The pile
feels smooth and coolwhen touched, sim
ilar to glass, and changes shade slightly,
like velvet, when rubbed to and fro.

Pakistani carpets are made with a
combination of wool, cotton, and syn
thetic, and often with synthetic dye.Most
are made specifically for export, as are
the Iranian. Despite the war in Iran, the
quality and availability of Persian car
pets have not been affected because of
the conflict's confinement to specific
lines. However, the conditions inside Af
ghanistan are much worse. The Soviets
have waged a war of scorched earth and
genocide against the entire Afghan na
tion, often bombing refugee camps across
the border in Pakistan. Crops are burned
and livestock are targeted from helicop
ters. This policy has destroyed the cul
ture and priceless art of centuries. The
Soviets have stolen the rest for their own
museums, or to decorate the dachas of
the Soviet nomenklatura.

Afghanistan was by no means a poor
country prior to 1979: Foodwas rich, var-

ied and plentiful, 80 percent of all chil
dren (male and female) attended grade
school, literacy was rising, infant death
was declining, and many diseases ram
pant in the rest of Asia had been nearly
eradicated. But the international agree
ments signed between the Kabul govern
ment and Moscow slowly began absorb
ing all the talent and independence ofthe
Afghan nation . The Afghans have had to
pay dearly for Soviet "advisors"- at first
in natural gas, uranium, wheat, and wool
and cotton, and finally in national and
religious freedom. Afghanistan never
possessed industrial or technological
wealth , but it possessed riches much
harder to come by, a vibrant culture and
religious devotion. Now diseases such as
tuberculosis, hepatitis, and polio run
rampant throughout Afghanistan, De
spite UNESCO's award for literacy prog
ress to the Kabul regime, fewer than 10
percent of all Afghan children attend
school, and malnutrition and infant
death are among the highest in the
world.

Before the invasion, each family had
an average of 20 acres of private land .
This land was often cultivated into beau
tiful gardens of fruit trees, flowers, and
pools of water. Unlike most European
countries , where people make use of all
animal meat through necessity, Afghans
enjoyedsuch plenty that their traditional
foods were cooked from only the finest
cuts of lamb and , occasionally, chicken.
Only the very poor ate beef, and pork was
strictly forbidden by Islam. The inner or
gans of animals were never eaten,
though they were occasionally used to
weave leather seats or ropes.

When the Soviets invaded, signs were
erected proclaiming the redistribution of
land and the availability of houses and
food for anyone who joined the puppet
regime's Army. But the majority of M
ghans laughed openly at such a naive
propaganda campaign, asking what the
Soviets and their Communist propa
ganda could offer them that they did not
already have. Those Mujahideen that
fight today are fighting for their religion.
Many who have seen the way of life in
other countries often return to Afghani
stan to fight even more vehemently, be
cause they feel that Afghanistan was a
paradise: a peaceful land ofplentiful food
and rich culture, devoutly religious, and,
above all, free. •

- LEA AND JAMAL REHIMI
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PROFILE

Senator Howard Metzenbaum
One ofthis year's most important Sen

ate races is gathering momentum in
Ohio, where incumbent Democratic Sen
ator Howard Metzenbaum is seeking re
election to a third full term. The Sena
tor's voting record will be a key issue, and
the election could hinge on the extent to
which his constituents are made aware
of its substance and significance.

Howard Morton Metzenbaum was
born in Cleveland on June 4, 1917. He
received his bachelor's degree (1939)and
law degree (1941) from Ohio State Uni
versity, and in 1942 he became the
youngest person ever elected to the state
legislature. After four years in the
House, he was elected to the OhioSenate,
where he served until his retirement
from state politics in 1950.

Metzenbaum made his first try for na
tional office in 1970, besting former as
tronaut John Glenn in the Democratic
senatorial primary but losing to Repre
sentative Robert Taft Jr., in the general
election. In December 1973, he was ap
pointed to the Senate to fill the vacancy
created when GOP Senator William
Saxbe resigned to becomeAttorney Gen
eral. In 1974, he lost a primary rematch
with John Glenn; but in 1976he defeated
Senator Taft, securing a full six-year
Senate term. He presently sits on the
Senate Judiciary, Energy and Natural
Resources, and Labor and Human Re
sources Committees.

Abortion. On more than 40 occasions
during his congressional career, Metz
enbaum has voted to seriously weaken or
completelyabolish restrictions on the use
of federal funds to finance abortions .

On June 29, 1977, for instance, he
voted to eliminate all prohibitions on the
use of federal tax money for abortions ,
thereby clearing the way for taxpayer
subsidized abortion on demand. On No
vember 29, 1977, he voted against an
amendment to limit federal funding of
abortions to cases involving threats to
the life of the mother. On September 22,
1978, he voted to strike down a provision
intended to bar the use of Peace Corps
funds to finance abortions. On May 21,
1981, he voted to kill a provision aimed
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at prohibiting Medicaid funding of abor
tions except when necessary to save the
life of the mother. On June 28, 1983, he
voted against a proposed Constitutional
Amendment to overturn the Supreme
Court's 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that
legalized abortion. On November 9,1983,
he voted against an amendme nt to pro
hibit the use oftax dollars to pay for abor
tions or for federal-employee health in
surance plans that provide benefits or
coverage for abortions. On October 24,
1985, he voted to kill an amendment to
prohibit the use offederal prison system
funds to perform abortions on inmates,
except to save the life of the mother. And
on November 7,1985, and again on Sep
tember 30, 1987, he opposed amend
ments to bar the use offederal or District
ofColumbia funds to pay for abortions in
the District, except to save the mother.

Energy. Metzenbaum has been an
outspoken advocate of government con
trol of energy production. He predicted

that the removal of price controls from
oil would result in rocketing gasoline
prices. On March 10, 1981, he offered an
amendment on the Senate floor to nullify
President Reagan's January 28, 1981 or
der terminating all remaining controls
on oil and gasoline. The Metzenbaum
amendment was defeated, with the reo
sult that gasoline prices promptly began
falling across the nation in the wake of
the increased production (and competi
tion) that followed decontrol.

The Senator also opposed attempts to
free natural gas. Indeed, he led the first
filibuster in Senate history against such
deregulation. On October 4, 1977, the
Senate adopted legislation : (1) to end fed
eral price controls on new gas found on
shore, retroactive to the first ofthat year;
and (2) to cease regulation of new off
shore gas after a period of five years.
Metzenbaum voted against it .

The Senator has also voted to ham
string other important energy resources.
On July 17,1979, for example, he voted
to impose a six-month moratorium on the
construction of new nuclear power
plants. And on July 20, 1977, he voted
for strip-mining legislation that impairs
that (relatively) safe and economical
method for extracting coal.

On September 13,1977, Metzenbaum
voted to require the President to declare
a mandatory gasoline rationing program.
On June 5, 1979, he supported a ration
program prohibiting the use of a house
hold's primary private car one day a
week, with a two-day prohibition for any
other vehicle in the same household.
And, on March 2, 1982, he voted to give
the President the authority to ra tion pe
troleum supplies in the event a shortage
was declared. The President, who did not
want this power, vetoed the measure;but
Metzenbaum voted (on March 24, 1982)
to override the veto.

On May 18, 1977, the Senator voted to
create the Department of Energy, which
today spends billions annually to stifle
energy production through paperwork
requirements and costly federal edicts.

Aids. On May 21, 1987, Metzenbaum
voted to table an amendment to require
mandatory Aids testing for all immi-
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gress that the United States should pre- motion to table failed, however, he voted
vent the importation ofproducts made in for the anti-necklacing amendment.
the Soviet Union with forced labor. Defense. Metzenbaum has often

September 23, 1983: Voted to kill an - voted against U.S. military systems.
amendment to require the United States July 13; 1977: Voted to prohibit de-
to oppose International Monetary Fund velopment of the neutron warhead.
loans to Communist dictatorships. July 18, 1977: Voted to scrap the B-1

In contrast to such treatment of our bomber, which is needed to replace our

grants and to require states to have man
datory testing for marriage license ap
plicants.

Friends and Enemies. Metzenbaum
has compileda puzzling record ofsupport
for measures that strengthen our coun
try's Marxist enemies while undermin
ing our friends:

May 29, 1974: Voted to kill an amend
ment to deny Export-Import Bank loans
and credits to Communist countries.

June 14, 1977: Voted to kill an amend
ment to require that UB. representa
tives to international lending institu
tions oppose loans to nations that violate
human rights and oppose loans to the
Communist regimes that occupy Cam
bodia, Cuba, Laos, and Vietnam.

June 16, 1977: Voted against an
amendment to prohibit the use of funds
for negotiations regarding U.S. aid or
reparations to Communist Vietnam.

June 28, 1978: Voted to scrap an
amendment to express the sense of Con
gress that the United States should sever
all diplomatic and economic relations
with Communist Cuba until Cuban
troops are removed from Africa.

July 26,1978: Voted to kill an amend
ment to reverse a provision adopted in
1977 that requires the Secretary ofState
automatically to approve any application
for a non-immigrant visa by a member
of a Communist organization seeking to
enter the United States.

July 31, 1978: Voted to kill an amend
ment to instruct the U.S. Executive Di
rector of a proposed new International
Monetary Fund facility to oppose loans to
nations that provide aid or assistance to
international terrorists and sky-jackers.

January 24, 1980: Voted to grant lu
crative most-favored-nation trading sta
tus to Red China.

January 29, 1980: Voted for a bill to
provide $75 million in foreign aid to the
Communist Sandinistas.

November 17, 1981: Voted against an
amendment to prohibit foreign aid to
Zimbabwe, unless all North Korean mil
itary personnel were first removed from
that Marxist nation.

February 10, 1982: Voted against an
amendment to prohibit the Commodity
Credit Corporation, an agencyofthe U.S.
Government, from paying debts that Po
land owedto American banks, unless Po
land was first declared to be in default.

September 15,1983: Voted to table an
amendment to state the sense of Con-
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Marxist enemies, consider Metzen
baum's votes regarding anti-Communist
regimes and freedom-fighters:

March 15, 1977: Voted to repeal the
Byrd Amendment, which allowedthe im
portation of chromium ore from Anti
Communist Rhodesia, contrary to the
United States trade sanctions against
that country. One day earlier, he voted
against a proposal to bar the importation
of chromium ore from the Soviet Union.

June 11, 1985: Voted against an
amendment to repeal the so-called
"Clark Amendment," which prohibited
U.S. military aid to anti-Marxist free
dom-fighters in Angola.

August 13, 1986: Voted against $100
million in aid to the Nicaraguan Contras .

August 15,1986: Voted to impose eco
nomic sanctions against South Africa.
On that same date, he voted against an
amendment to apply to the Soviet Union
the same sanctions that were being ap
plied to South Africa. On May 21, 1987
he voted to table an amendment to deny
foreign aid to countries in Southern Af
rica that had not renounced the terrorist
practice of"necklacing' (automobile tires
filled with gasoline are placed over the
victim's shoulders and ignited). After the

aging fleet of B-52s. (He also voted
against the B-1 on February 1, 1978; but
voted on December 3, 1981 to retain
funding for the bomber.)

November 6, 1979: Voted to delete
funding for a fourth Nimitz-class nu
clear-powered aircraft carrier.

August 7, 1986: Voted against produc
tion of the "Bigeye" binary chemical
bomb.

September 17,1987: Voted to uphold a
two-year ban on any testing or develop
ment of the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) that exceeded the narrowest pos
sible interpretation of the 1972 ABM
treaty. The day before, however,he voted
for an amendment to express the sense
of the Senate that the Soviet Union had
violated the ABM treaty. In other words,
he wanted the United States to adhere
to the terms ofa treaty that, he acknowl
edged, the Soviets had broken. He has
also voted regularly to slash SDI fund
ing, as on September 22, 1987, when he
supported an amendment to cut it back
to a level $2 billion below the Adminis
tration's request.

Panama Canal. On March 16 and
April 18, 1978, Metzenbaum voted (re
spectively) for the Panama Canal "neu
trality" and "transfer" treaties, which re
moved the vital waterway from U.S.
ownership and control.

Foreign Aid. At a time when foreign
aid has become extremely unpopular
with the American people, Metzenbaum
has remained steadfast as one ofits most
determined supporters. On dozens of oc
casions, he has voted for both bilateral
and multilateral giveaways. On Decem
ber 16, 1982, for instance, he voted to
appropriate $11.5 billion for foreign aid
in fiscal 1983. And on May 15, 1985, he
backed an authorization of $12.8 billion
for fiscal years 1986-87.

One-Vote Differences. Metzen
baum's single vote has often made the
crucial difference in deciding the fate of
important legislation.

May 15, 1974: By a vote of 47 to 46,
the Senate tabled an amendment that
would have precluded forced busing for
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racist purposes to any but the school clos
est (or next closest) to a student's home.
Metzenbaum voted to table the amend
ment.

June 13, 1974: By a vote of 44 to 42,
the Senate passed a bill to require that
all radios costing over $15 be equipped
to receive FM as well as AM frequencies.
Had Metzenbaum voted against the mea
sure, rather than for it, it would have
died on a tie vote.

December 4, 1974: One of the many
wasteful and counterproductive foreign
aid bills, totalling over $2.5 billion, sur
vived on a vote of 46 to 45. Metzenbaum
voted ''Yea.''

January 25,1977: A resolution to dis
approve President Carter's "full, com
plete and unconditional pardon" to Viet
nam-era draft dodgers and other
violators of the Selective Service Act was
tabled by a 48 to 46 vote. Metzenbaum
voted to kill it. Had he voted to the con
trary, the pro-pardon tabling motion
would have failed on a tie vote.

August 23, 1978: An amendment to
limit the court-ordered forced busing of
students was tabled by a 49 to 47 margin.
Had Metzenbaum not voted to kill this
amendment, it would have survived on a
tie vote.

September 22,1978: The Senate voted
32 to 31 to allow U.S. assistance to be
indirectly funnelled to Communist Viet
nam through the International Devel
opment Association to which we contrib
ute. Metzenbaum voted ''Yea.''

March 26,1979: By a vote of 46 to 44,
the Senate tabled an amendment to pre
vent increases in the National Debt limit
after fiscal 1980 unless the budget was
balanced or any deficit was approved by
a three-fifths roll call vote of Congress.
The tabling motion would have failed on
a tie vote had Metzenbaum not voted
"Yea."

December 6, 1979: Metzenbaum voted
against an amendment to permit per
sonal income-tax deductions for state
and local gasoline and other motor fuel
taxes. The proposal was defeated by a
vote of 39 to 40.

December 3, 1980: By a vote of 45 to
44, the Senate tabled an amendment to
prohibit the Justice Department from
bringing legal actions to require the
forced busing of school children to
achieve desegregation. Metzenbaum
voted to table' this amendment.

December 16,1982: The Senate passed
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an amendment to allow the use of federal
funds to pay for abortions under federal
employee health insurance policies by a
vote of 49 to 48 . Metzenbaum voted
"Yea."

Exclusionary Rule. On February 7,
1984, the Senate overwhelmingly ap
proved legislation to modify the so-called
"exclusionary rule," which forbids the
use in trials of illegally obtained evi
dence. The bill provided for the use in
federal criminal trials of evidence ob
tained by law enforcement officers acting
in the "good faith" belief that they were
proceeding legally. It was a move to pre
vent the release of unquestionably guilty
perpetrators of serious crimes because of
technical violations of legal procedure.
Metzenbaum voted against the bill.

Taxes. On at least five occasions
(April 28, 1977; October 6,1978; Decem
ber 6, 1979; June 26, 1980; and July 16,
1981), Metzenbaum opposed amend
ments to require the indexing of income
tax brackets to take into account in
creases in the general price level. On
April 27, 1977, he voted against an
amendment to reduce the tax rates in
brackets under $20,000 by four to 14 per
cent. On that same date, he opposed an
amendment to permanently cut tax rates
in all brackets by 10 percent. On August
14, 1978, he voted against an amend
ment to allow a federal income tax credit
of up to $150 a year for residential prop
erty taxes paid for the support of gov
ernment schools. And on June 26, 1980,
he voted to table an amendment to cut

individual tax rates 10 percent in 1981,
and to institute a program to allow faster
tax write-offs for job-creating business
investments.

On July 29, 1981, however, Metzen
baum reversed his usual stance by voting
for the Reagan Administration's pro
gram to cut individual income-tax rates
by 25 percent over three years, index tax
brackets beginning in 1985, provide var
ious business, savings, and investment
incentives, etc. (Regarding the indexing
provision, he voted on May 21, 1982, to
have it repealed, and after that move
failed, he voted on April 10, 1984, to de
lay the indexing provision until January
1st of this year.)

The Senator commendably voted
against the 1982 tax bill (August 19,
1982) which imposed a tax hike of nearly
$100 billion for 1983-85. But on October
31, 1983, he voted against an amend
ment expressing the sense of the Senate
that there should be no further tax in
creases until Congress reduced spending
by $3 for every $1 in taxes gleaned from
the 1982 bill.

One of the most controversial taxing
proposals of recent years was a scheme
to impose a withholding tax on interest
and dividend income. Scheduled to go
into effect on August 5, 1983, the scheme
was repealed in the wake of overwhelm
ing' public opposition. Metzenbaum, how
ever, backed the withholding provision to
the bitter end. On July 22,1982, he voted
against an amendment to repeal the new
law. On three subsequent occasions
(March 16 and April 19 and 20, 1983) he
opposed motions to invoke cloture for the
purpose of bringing to a vote another re
peal amendment. On July 28, 1983, he
was one of only seven Senators to vote
"Nay" on final passage of the legislation
that struck down the withholding law.

Forced Busing. Metzenbaum has
vigorously supported programs of forced
busing of school children for racist pur
poses. On July 24, 1979, he voted against
an amendment to prohibit the Justice
Department funds from being used to
bus children to schools other than those
nearest their homes. On December 3,
1980, he opposed an amendment to pro
.hibit the Justice Department from bring
ing legal actions to require forced busing.
On February 4, 1982, he voted to table
an amendment: (1) to preclude Justice
Department action leading directly or in
directly to court-ordered busing; and (2)
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to bar federal courts from ordering bus
ing except under narrowly defined cir
cumstances. And on March 2, 1982, he
voted against an amendment to allow the
Justice Department to participate in le
gal proceedings intended to remove or re
duce forced busing requirements im
posed in the past by court decrees.

Pornography. On October 10, 1977,
the Senate approved (by a lop-sided vote
of73 to 13) an amendment to criminalize
the interstate or foreign distribution or
sale of material showing children under
16 in sexual conduct. Metzenbaum voted
"Nay." On January 25, 1978, the Senate
adopted an amendment specifying that,
in federal prosecutions for the distribu
tion of obscene materials, the concept of
"community" under which a jury would
determine whether such materials ap
peal to prurient interest and are "pa
tently offensive," would mean "the state
or local community in which the obscene
material is disseminated" and not the na
tion as a whole (as some Supreme Court
decisions had allowed). This clarification
sought to recognize that, in matters of
obscenity, the community standards of,
say, San Francisco are likely to differ sig
nificantly from those of, say, Akron.
Metzenbaum voted against the amend
ment .

Gun Control. On March 13, 1974,
Metzenbaum voted to keep alive an
amendment to ban the sale of cheap
handguns and to require the registration
ofall handguns and licensing ofall hand
gun owners. On that same date, he sup
ported an amendment to ban the man
ufacture of inexpensive handguns within

the United States. On June 27, 1978, he
voted to restore funds (which had been
deleted by the House) that the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms had ear
marked for the imposition of new gun
regulations. And on July 9, 1985, he
voted against the Firearms Owners' Pro
tection bill, which moderated many ofthe
anti-gun excesses of the 1968 Gun Con
trol Act.

Food Stamps. On many occasions,
Metzenbaum has opposed attempts to
curb the food stamp program. On May
24, 1977, for instance, he voted against
an amendment to bar college students
from the food stamp trough. On May 14,
1980, he voted against an amendment to
reduce food stamp benefits to families
with children who were already receiving
subsidized , free, or reduced-price
lunches at school. And on at least four
occasions (May 21, 1974; July 22, 1974;
November 25, 1974; and May 24, 1977),
he voted to kill amendments intended to
preclude workers voluntarily on strike
during labor disputes from receiving food
stamps.

Union Dues. On August 3, 1977,
Metzenbaum voted to table an amend
ment intended to prohibit the political
use oflabor-union funds collected under
a compulsory union contract, thereby
aligning himself with the "principle" of
forcibly extracting money from workers'
paychecks to support candidates with
whom they may vigorously disagree . On
April 16, 1986, he voted to bar Senate
consideration of a bill to amend the
Hobbs Act (the federal anti-extortion
law) to make violence that occurs during

a labor dispute punishable under federal
law.

Equal Rights Amendment. Metz
enbaum was not in Congress when the
Senate approved the misnamed Equal
Rights Amendment in 1972. But in 1978,
when it became obvious that the ERA
stood no chance of passage within the
legally prescribed seven-year time pe
riod, he voted on October 6, 1978, for the
constitutionally questionable 39-month
extension of the ratification deadline.

Education. On April 30, 1979, prior
to voting to establish the Cabinet-level
Department of Education , Metzenbaum
voted against an amendment to provide
that any government elementary or sec
ondary school receiving funds from the
new Department be required to obtain
parental approval before providing sex
education to students. Four days earlier
(April 26, 1979), he voted to table an
amendment to enhance local control of
education by allowing a majority of local
education agencies to overturn Educa
tion Department regulations by submit
ting their disapproval in writing within
30 days after the usurping regulations
are published.

* * *
An increasing number of Americans,

including residents of Ohio, appear to be
recognizing the crucial relationship be
tween the size ofgovernment and threats
to their own liberty and standard of liv
ing. They are also becoming more astute
at separating a politician's rhetoric from
his record. Senator Howard Metzenbaum
is in deep, deep trouble . •

- ROBERTW. LEE
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EDUCATION

Pride, Protest, Ignorance
Mary Pride's New Book

Mary Pride has done it again. With
publication of The Big Book of Home
Learning in 1986,Mrs. Pride provided an
invaluable guide and resource directory
to thousands of parents in the burgeon
ing home school movement. Last year
she brought out The NEW Big Book of
Home Learning, an updated version of
her "Complete Guide to Everything Ed
ucational for You and Your Child."

Now she has brought forth The Next
Book of Home Learning: Everything En
riching for You and Your Children. It is
a worthy sequel to the Big Book and just
as delightful to browse through. Here you
will find hundreds of quality toys, puz
zles, books, and educational materials
that will enrich any home. Are you con
sidering purchasing a computer for home
business use and/or for educational pur
poses? If so, you will certainly benefit
from Mrs. Pride 's evaluation ofcomputer
hardware and software in Chapter 16.
'Chapters 18 and 19 offer many ideas on
home businesses, developing business
skills, and encouraging the entrepre
neurial spirit in your children.

If you are looking for children's mag
azines, musical instruments, songbooks,
science sets , fun gadgets, maps, foreign
language courses, or art instruction, this
is the book for you. Ninety percent of the
entries are new products, items not pre
viously reviewed in the Big Book. It is
beautifully illustrated with woodcuts
and neatly organized into eight sections
and twenty-fivechapters. The general in
dex and the index of suppliers make it
easy to locate a game, book title , author,
publisher or manufacturer.

The Next Book of Home Learning is a
wonderful resource that will enrich any
family. It should be in every home.
(Available from General Birch Services
Corp., Belmont, MA 02178 for $15 plus
$1.50 postage and handling.)

SonofSDS
Can American collegesexpect a return

of the violent demonstrations and stu
dent political activism that rocked cam
puses and university communities two
decades ago? Perhaps - if leftist stu-
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dents are able to overcome ideological
differences and form a unified national
organization.

"Progress" along those lines was made
by the more than 600 student radicals
from 130 colleges who met at Rutgers
University in New Brunswick, New Jer
sey on February 6th and 7th to form a
national student activist network. Billed
as the National Student Convention, the
two-day confab was marked by faction
alism and sharp divisions over direction,
strategy, and purpose. The conference
ended without the formal adoption of a
name or constitution for the new orga
nization, but participants vowed to con
tinue building the organization nation
wide, while intensifying campaigns of
civil disobedience to protest U.S. policies
in Central America and apartheid in
South Africa.

A major source of friction among the
leftists was the degree to which the or
ganization should become involved with
the Communist Party U.s.A. Communist
Party members attempted to dominate
the forum from the start with prepared
party-line speeches, and by claiming
most of the bookselling space. Heated
shouting matches and banner battles en
sued between the Party members and
non-Party people, ending with the Com
munist Party members being physically
blocked from approaching the stage mi
crophones.

Black students objected that they were
underrepresented and threatened to
walk out if any major decisions were
made before an outreach campaign was
initiated to bring in more "minority" stu
dents. The white majority agreed to re
cruit more "minority" members.

The Rutgers convention has been lik
ened to the 1962 gathering of New Left
leaders in Port Huron , Michigan that
spawned the Students for a Democratic
Society. The Boston Globe reported:
"There were numerous connections, sym
bolic and substantive, to the new Left of
the 1960s. Each of the most active del
egations here was in close consultation
with a well-known 1960's radical - the
University ofCalifornia at Berkeley with
[SDS founder AI] Haber, Rutgers with

Abbie Hoffman and Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology with George Kat
siaficas, author of the recent book, The
Imagination of the New Left."

Amongthose in attendance at the Rut
gers radical convention was one Amy
Carter. The daughter offormer President
Jimmy Carter has been drifting ever left
ward, participating in demonstrations
against South Africa and nuclear weap
ons systems and numerous other radical
left causes.

Show Me Where It Says That!
Back in November, the Roanoke Times

and World News took the city's public
school district to task for misinforming
Times readers on the U.S. Constitution.
"Let's give the Roanoke City public
schoolsan A for the idea of incorporating
a celebration of the Federal Constitution
as part of American Education Week,"
said the Times editorial. "But well have
to flunk them on constitutional scholar
ship."

The school district had published an
advertisement in the Times proclaiming,
"This year we are celebrating the 200th
anniversary of the signing of the Consti
tution. This Constitution entitles our
students to a free education." The Times
editors demurred:

The federal Constitution - the
one signed 200 years ago - does
not mention education or public
schools. In fact it wasn't until well
into the 19th century that the
states came to accept public edu
cation as one of the basic services
they were to provide.

The concept of free education
through high school has become so
embedded in the policies of the 50
states and the expectations oftheir
citizens that one can hardly imag
ine any state abolishing public
schools. But it is a concept devel
oped at state and local levels. It
was not embodied in the original
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, or
any of the subsequent amend
ments . •

- WILLIAM F. JASPER
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THE LAW

Persons Or Property?
"This is the sale of a child, or, at the

very least, the sale of a mother 's right to
her child, the only mitigating factor
being that one of the purchasers is the
father. " The New Jersey Supreme Court
said this recently in unanimously hold
ing invalid the surrogate mother contract
in the Baby M case. The child, Melissa,
was conceived by artificial insemination
ofMary Beth Whitehead (now remarried
and named Whitehead-Gould) with the
sperm of William Stern pursuant to a
contract under which Mrs. Whitehead
would bear the child and, after the birth,
surrender all rights to the child to Mr.
Stern and his wife. After the baby was
born, Mrs. Whitehead reneged. In March
1987 a New Jersey trial court upheld the
agreement and granted custody to the
Sterns. The latest ruling by the state's
highest court held the contract void but
granted custody ofthe child to Mr. Stern.
(The ruling opens the possibility that
Mrs. Whitehead may petition to regain
custody.) The court said:

We invalidate the surrogacy con
tract because it conflicts with the
law and public policyof this State.
Whilewe recognizethe depth ofthe
yearning of infertile couples to
have their own children, we find
the payment of money to a "sur
rogate" mother illegal, perhaps
criminal, and potentially degrad
ing to women.Although in this case
we grant custody to the natural
father, the evidence having clearly
proved such custody to be in the
best interests ofthe infant, we void
both the termination of the surro
gate mother's parental rights and
the adoption of the child by the
wife/stepparent. We thus restore
the "surrogate" as the mother of
the child. . . .

* * *
We find no offense to our present

laws where a woman voluntarily
and without payment agrees to act
as a "surrogate" mother , provided
that she is not subject to a binding
agreement to surrender her child.
Moreover, our holding today does
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not preclude the Legislature from
altering the current statutory
scheme, within constitutional lim
its, so as to permit surrogacy con
tracts. Under current law, how
ever, the surrogacy agreement
before us is illegal and invalid.

Two years ago the Supreme Court in
Kentucky held that nothing in Kentucky
law prevented a surrogate motherhood
contract even if the mother were paid a
fee. The Kentucky case arose out of an
effort by the state attorney general to
close a clinic that arranged such agree
ments. Unlike the New Jersey ruling, the
Kentucky case did not involve a contest
over custody of a child conceived under
such an agreement. The New Jersey rul
ing, therefore, should carry greater
weight as precedent. England,Australia,
and several continental European coun
tries have banned such agreements. But ,
so far, Louisiana is the only state that
has enacted a statute banning surrogate
motherhood contracts for pay. The New
Jersey ruling is likely to increase pres
sure on state legislatures to ban or re
strict the agreements, and it is likely that
courts in other states will be influenced
by the decision. Lower courts in Indiana
and Michigan had already declared such
contracts void and unenforceable as
against public policy.

The New Jersey ruling emphasized
that an essential feature of the contract
was the payment ofmoney to the mother .
Professor Angela R. Holder of Yale Uni
versity Medical School commented: "I
don't think there are going to be a lot of
volunteers to doit for nothing." Professor
James Boskey of Seton Hall University
Law School said that the ruling "does
away with a large part of surrogacy." In
deed, a surrogate motherhood agreement
that did not involve pay might be unen
forceable in any event ; it could possibly
be regarded as merely a non-binding
promise made without consideration.

An Extension of Roe v. Wade
Surrogate motherhood agreements,

with or without the payment of money,
treat the child as a non-person, as an

item of property to be disposed of at the
will of others without regard to his own
interest. ''Worst ofall," said the NewJer
sey Supreme Court in the Baby M deci
sion, "is the contract's total disregard of
the best interests of the child. There is
not the slightest suggestion that any in
quiry will be made at any time to deter
mine the fitness of the Sterns as custo
dial parents, ofMrs. Stern as an adoptive
parent, their superiority to Mrs. White
head, or the effect on the child of not
living with her natural mother."

Surrogate motherhood contracts are a
logical extension of the principle of Roe
v. Wade, the 1973 abortion ruling by the
Supreme Court of the United States.
That court defined the unborn child as a
non-person so that he would be subject
to death at the discretion ofothers. If the
child is not a person, he is merely prop
erty and has no more constitutional
rights than a dogor a cat. Assuch he can
logicallybe the subject ofa breeding con
tract. And there is no intrinsic reason
why his non-personhood should not ex
tend beyond birth. It is therefore but a
logical extension of Roe v. Wade for a
"surrogate" mother to agree to conceive
the child and, after birth, hand the child
over as she would a puppy.

Surrogate motherhood contracts inflict
on the child a form of chattel slavery.
They are based on the premise that law
is merely an arbitrary exercise ofwill un
restricted by reason or nature. By any
natural criterion, Mrs. Whitehead is the
mother of Melissa. She is called a "sur
rogate mother" only to open the way to
describe Mrs. Stern, who was not phys
ically involved, as the "mother." In the
process, man asserts dominion over life
irrespective of "the Laws of Nature and
ofNature's God." And human beings are
regarded, not as immortal persons "en
dowed by their Creator with certain un
alienable rights ," but as property. While
the New Jersey ruling is a public policy
decision couched in secular terms, it
should remind us that when men play
god, especially in matters relating to life
itself, they always make a mess out of
things . •

- CHARLES E. RICE
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

Robertson's Year of Jubilee
And ye shall hallow the fiftieth year,

and proclaim liberty throughout all the
land unto all the inhabitants thereof" it
shall be a jubilee unto you; and ye shall
return every man unto his possession. . . .

- Leviticus 25:10

Afew weeks ago, Michael Dukakis was
down in Texas explaining to anyone who
would listen why taxes must be "re
formed again." This time, however, ex
plained the Massachusetts Governor, the
reform needs to include a hefty tax hike
for the rich.

This is further proof that the most in
triguing economicideas of the 1988 cam
paign are not coming from Dukakis and
the other "New Ideas men" of the Dem
ocratic Party. "Soaking the rich" is a po
litical idea as old as envy itself.

A more intriguing economicidea comes
from Republican Marion G. "Pat" Rob
ertson. Like the liberal Democrats', Pat
Robertson's idea is not new. In fact, as
Robertson freely admits, it dates back to
the days of Moses.

According to Robertson: "God's way to
prevent and solve recessions is every 50
years to have a Year ofJubilee and cancel
all debts ... that is the only way to solve
the recession and national debt." In Jan
uary, during one of the Republican de
bates in Iowa, Robertson explained that
his idea is grounded on "the Kondratieff
long-wave cycle" in which debt accumu
lation and depressions occur on 50-60
year cycles. Kondratieff cycles? Years of
Jubilee? What is Pat talking about? Is
this another form of voodoo economics?

What's A Kondratieff!
Kondratieff cycles are named for Rus

sian economist Nikolai D. Kondratieff.
While studying Western grain price
movements for Stalin's first five-year ag
ricultural plan , Kondratieff noticed that
prices, .interest rates, and production
tended to follow distinctive "long-wave"
patterns. He published his findings in
1926.

Beginning with statistics in 1789, Kon
dratieffnoted that in capitalist countries
there was a long-wave business cycle
that fluctuated between 45 and 60

52

years, with the average being 50 years.
He argued that the capitalist system is
prone to these 50-year boom-and-bust
economiccycles. Kondratieff added that,
after the inefficiencies had been purged
from the system with a depression, the
economy appeared to rebound and ad
vance to still higher peaks.

As a reward for his work - perhaps
because he had broken with Marx's view
of the inevitable collapse ofcapitalism
Kondratieff was arrested. Alexander
Solzhenitsyn reported in The Gulag Ar
chipelago that N.D. Kondratieff died in
a slave labor camp in 1931.

The Great Depression ofthe 1930s was
proof to many that the Kondratieff long
wave theory had genuine historical and
economic merit. The trick is to use this
information to avoid the 50-year cycle of
depressions.

The Jubilee Solution?
Robertson's economiccure to the chal

lenge of the Kondratieff cycleis based on
the Jubilee Year of Leviticus 25:1-15
(and Deuteronomy 15:1-11). In his book,
Old Testament Bible History (1890), Dr.
Alfred Edersheim explained that "the
whole arrangement of time [in ancient
Israel] was ordered on the principle [of

sevens]. Ascending from the Sabbath of
days, to the Sabbath ofweeks, ofmonths,
of years , and finally to the Sabbath of
Sabbatic years, which was the Year of
Jubilee."

In ancient Israel, then, as Edersheim
points out, every seventh year was a Sab
bath year. After the seventh Sabbath
year came the Year ofJubilee - the 50th
year. It is interesting to note how the
Bible's 50-year Jubilee happens to coin
cide with Kondratieff's findings.

In Biblical times, during the Year of
Jubilee, three things would happen.
First, no crops would be harvested dur
ing the year. This provided a rest for the
soil. In modem agriculture, farmers have
found that letting land lie fallow for a
year increases long-run productivity .

Second, land was to revert to the orig
inal owner or heirs. Thus, land sales in
ancient Israel amounted to a nominal
lease. Rather than being sold, land was
discounted for the remaining portion of
years remaining before the Jubilee Year.

Third , all debts were to be remitted,
and all Hebrews enslaved for debt were
to be freed. Needless to say, in ancient
Israel, the Year of Jubilee was said to be
a year of rejoicing and celebration.

Smith's Bible Dictionary states that
the Year of Jubilee was created by God
"to be a remedy for those evils that ac
company human society and human gov
ernment and had these laws been ob
served, they would have made the
ancient Jewish nation the most prosper
ous and perfect that ever existed."

Pat Robertson's contribution to the
1988 political debate has been to combine
this fascinating Biblical idea with Kon
dratieffs long-wave cycle. The idea
sounds like it has merit, but would it
work?

In his book, Answers To 200 Of Life's
Most Probing Questions, Robertson ar
gues:

In our capitalistic Western soci
ety we have a redistribution mech
anism called a depression . Every
fifty to fifty-six years, the accu
mulation of debt becomes insup
portable, and the normal free mar-
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ket mechanisms fail to function.
Overcapacity develops, prices fall,
and we have a crash. During that
time, banks fail and debtors gointo
bankruptcy. As debtors are re
leased one way or the other, credit
is contracted, the accumulation of
debt is diminished, and many of
the means of production are put
into new hands.

There is a new, fresh vitality that
comes about in society. Society, in
a sense, starts over again. Our way
of doing it is very painful. The bib
lical year of Jubilee is something
that our society ought to learn.
Otherwise, we will be faced very
shortly with a major crash and a
depression.

Putting aside the question of whether
or not depressions are a natural by-prod
uct of our capitalistic Western society,
there is still the question of how the Year
ofJubilee would work in the modern con
text. One problem with its implementa
tion is that it would amount to an arbi
trary economic intervention by the
Federal Government, i.e., an old-fash
ioned debt repudiation. This, of course, 1-----------------------------
would be an economic disaster causing
both short-run and long-run financial
dislocations.

The modern world economyis based on
contracts and credit. Without them, cap
italism could not exist. Everything from
home mortgages to national debts are
based on prevailing market interest
rates, investor confidence, and contrac
tual agreements. The arbitrary procla
mation of a Year of Jubilee (in 1989?)
would destroy the world economy. Inves
tor confidence in the bond markets would
be shattered, and a recovery would be
impossible.

In Biblical days, the Year of Jubilee
was known 50-plus years in advance.
Loans, land leases, and indentured serv
ant agreements were negotiated and dis
counted based on the number of years
remaining until the Jubilee Year.

Robertson is correct in noting that
something must be done to address the
problem of debt. However, unless a Year
of Jubilee were voluntarily adopted by
both lenders and lendees on the basis of
universally accepted custom or religious
belief, the "cure" could well prove to be
worse than the disease. •

- MARKD. ISAACS
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NEWSLETTER LINE
This review of major financial news

letters is not intended by THE NEW AMER
ICAN as personal financial advice.

Dale Page states in the January
26th issue of Investment Newsletter : "If,
as we suspect, we are in the concluding
stage of this (economic) cycle, it means
that a recession is likely within the next
18 months." But since this is an election
year , he says, a recession in 1988 is not
likely. (Box 1488, Hutchinson KS 67501)

Howard Ruff says in the January
25th issue of the Ruff Times that he
doesn't see how the stock market can
make a big run to new highs without
huge trading volume increases . He
thinks this is not likely because of the
current attitudes of fear and caution.
Any major rally would occur from new
lows below DJI 1738, and he fears such
rallies will be bear traps. (Box25, Pleas
anton CA 94566, $89)

William Jaeger says in the January
28th issue of Timing: "The meats are in
a bull market which should last into this
spring or early summer based on our
analysis . Currently, however, they
should experience some weakness which
would afford a good opportunity to get
long or add to long positions if currently
long." (3320 East Shea Boulevard #135 ,
Phoenix AZ 85028, $220)

Jerry Dickson observes in the Jan
uary 28th issue of You & Your Money
that he is looking for a slow growth, low
inflation, and a dropping interest rate
environment. His indicators have given
him a sell signal on U.S. stocks. "Contin
ued deterioration in the economic com
ponents and the Fed's tight credit policy
argue against a sustained upmove from
these levels," he says. He doesn't expect
much from gold this year. (971 Mariner's
Island Boulevard, San Mateo CA94404)

Richard Hoskins states in the Feb
ruary 1st issue of Portfolios Investment
Advisory that he advises buying stocks
now "only for a trade. Plan to exit by
March or upon your stock reaching (its)
objective. The international banks are
forcing down the value of the dollar."
(Box997, Lynchburg VA 24505, $150)

Henry J. Van Kessel observes in the
February 1st issue of the Global Times :
"Over time, deflationary forceswill cause
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a deep retreat in commodity prices. My
current scenario is recession in 1988, and
a possible depression in 1989." On the
stock market he says whatever this
year's low is, next year will be lower. He
is also bearish on gold. (6th Floor, 808
West Hastings, Vancouver, Canada V6C
2X4, $360)

L.T. Patterson notes in the January
31st issue of a Monthy Lesson in Crim
inal Politics that he thinks the dollar will
go into a "slow death over the next 24 to
36 months ." He also sees gold as rela
tively flat this year. He advises diversifi
cation into non-dollar denominated ve
hicles and gold-related hedges. He also
thinks readers should sell their stocks
and bonds and convert to foreign bank
deposits . (Box 37432, Cincinnati OH
45222, $187.50)

Douglas Casey states in the Febru
ary issue of Investing In Crisis: "The
game's over in the stock market, as far
as I'm concerned, I think the tide, which
has been massively bullish since the bot
tom of 1974, has changed. I continue to
urge getting out of stocks and mutual
funds. . . . Put the proceeds primarily
into gold, gold stocks, and short-term
Treasuries. Keep part of those funds
abroad. . . . This is just the eye of the
storm."(Box 1464,Alexandria VA22313,
$195)

Kenneth Coleman says in the Feb
ruary 1st issue of Reality Theory: ''The
Dowand the stocks in the 15 leading in
dustries look tired. If this rally is to con
tinue, it will take more good news 
lower interest rates, several weeks ofM1
increases , dollar stability, and trade def
icit improvement. This is too much to
hope for," he says. (4805 Courageous
Lane, Carlsbad CA 92008, $48)

R.E. McMaster says in the February
3rd issue of the Reaper: "Get ready for
financial war in February and March, as
the forcesofinflation and deflation battle
it out. Our bias is for relative stability
(perhaps strength) in the Il.S , dollar, a
sluggish, spotty economy, and higher
commodity inflation. Commodity infla
tion could indeed be the economic sur
prise of 1988." (Box 84901, Phoenix AZ
85071, $195,

James Sibbet states in the January
28th issue of Let's Talk Silver & Gold

that this being an election year , the Fed
will probably do what it can to elect a
Republican to the Presidency. In this re
spect the Fed can do three things . It can
lowerthe discount rate, lowerthe reserve
requirement for the banks, and buy gov
ernment bonds. All three ofthese actions
would be bullish for silver. (1091 East
Woodbury Road, Pasadena CA 91104,
$200)'

Donald Hoppe notes in the February
issue of the Kondratieff Wave Analyst:
"All of the basic conditions that guar
antee the long-wave depression have al
ready been established. The severe phase
of the world economic collapse will prob
ably not begin until 1989(and not bottom
until 1992). Meanwhile, the major dan
ger in 1988 will be in succumbingto false
optimism because the economy appears
to have survived the stock market crash
of 1987." Gold and silver are in a major
bear market. (Box 977, Crystal Lake IL
60014, $125)

Clayton Makepeace in the February
issue of Personal Wealth quotes econo
mist Lawrence W. Reed as still being
biased toward inflation, as opposedto de
flation. "Inflation is a direct, predictable
and inevitable consequence of Big Gov
ernment controlling money. America's
politically controlled paper money is
headed for the same scrap heap that
holds the depreciated paper currencies of
previous empires. What we're seeing now
is the latest chapter in the centuries-old
struggle between honest money (gold)
and dishonest money (political paper )."
Gold will win, he predicts. (2400 Jeffer
son Highway, Suite 600, Jefferson LA
70121, $78)

James Blanchard in the February is
sue of Gold Newsletter carried an inter
view with Dr. Hans F. Sennholz, an em
inent economist of the "Austrian" school.
Sennholz said: "By1989 , it will be abun
dantly and painfully evident that the
American economy is slipping into an
horrendous stagflation. Unemployment
will rise above 10% and price inflation
will too.The deflationists, whohave been
wrong for decades, will soon be proven
wrong again." (2400 Jefferson Highway,
Suite 600, Jefferson LA 70121, $95) •

- W. A. "JOHN" JOHNSON
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owners to hiding under the bed when
strangers come to visit.

Ifyour dog's neurotic behavior gets you
down, and the two of you are lucky
enough to live in New York, there is help
available. Dr. Perry Frantzman, a vet
erinarian, does group therapy for pet
dogs, attempting to diagnose and treat
their various hang-ups, and to teach
their owners how to deal with them. He
does all this at a cost of $50 for four ses
sions! Compare that with human psy
chiatric treatment, which may go on for
years!

Approval of Seale
Time was when social activism was

viewed as a major problem on most col
lege campuses. It led students to rebel,
to stage sit-ins, to riot, and in some cases
to occupy and vandalize college build
ings. That was the time when Bobby
Seale was notorious as a Black Panther
leader and anti-war activist, and later as
one of the co-defendants in the 1969
"Chicago Eight" trial that followed the
bloody demonstrations during the 1968
Democratic Convention, when the activ
ists also tried to burn down Chicago's
west side.

Today, everything is different. Today,
colleges are teaching courses in social ac
tivism! At least Temple University in
Philadelphia is offering such a course, for
academic credit, in its spring semester;
and the Association ofAmerican Colleges
has awarded $15,000 grants to 15 other
colleges and universities to do the same.

At Temple, one of the guest lecturers
is sure to be none other than Bobby
Seale , who at age 50 has grown up and
become "respectable." He has been a
graduate student in political science at
Temple since 1985, and has been lectur
ing on 25 to 30 college campuses a year.
Well, it's been a long time since Bobby
disrupted the "Chicago Eight" trial with
demonstrations of his own, screaming
epithets such as "You Fascist pig" at
Judge Julius Hoffman, and was sen
tenced to four years imprisonment
(which he never served).Maybe his ideas
about the methods and goals of student
activism have grown up with him. •

- RICHARD McKINNEY
AND ELAINE BECHTEL

The Tooth in Time
Only 25 black-footed ferrets are known

to exist, and they all live at the Sybille
Wildlife Research Center in Wyoming,
which is conducting a captive breeding
program with the'goal of returning their
progeny to the wild at various North
American locations .

Of these rare and valuable animals,
one named Dean is even rarer than the
others, because Dean is probably the only
black-footed ferret ever to have a gold
tooth in his mouth. Dean had suffered a
broken tooth, which had become ab
scessed. To prevent serious infection, a
periodontist was imported from Denver
to do root canal work on Dean, and to fit
him with a gold crown on the affected
tooth.

ODDLY ENOUGH

Pet Peeves
In New York, the premier pet animal

is probably the dog, and in this biggest,
busiest, and noisiest of American cities,
it 's not really surprising that many dogs,
like many of their human companions,
suffer from various forms of neurosis.
Their symptoms range all the way from
aggressive biting of even their doting
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AMERICAN HERO

N.C. Wyeth's America
His art lifted the hearts ofgenerations

'lheLaw
at Heart's
Desire

A Tale of t h e Wes t

1:;'-Emer so n Hough

~e~lt.ly Mag1t#;im~
't7~~ by lkh}. Frijukl1:n

r rv r C I "T~ Tttt' CO P Y

Wyeth's first magazine cover

The afternoon's work was com
pleted, and I was glad. From across
the plain I saw the red dust of a
small herd that had already left
camp on their long night journey to
the home pasture, and I heard the
faint yelp of the cowboyswho were
driving them. I dismounted and
with the knotted reins thrown over
my arm, slowly walked back to the
grub wagon.

THE $/lTU/{DYlY
E VEN IN G POST

Not the words of a pallid artist who
has never left his studio to labor in the
sunshine! Neither are Wyeth's pictures
lackluster; they possess the vitality of an
artist who has experienced his subject
firsthand.

while still a 21-year-old student at the
Howard Pyle School of Art, and a pres
tigious sale it was - a painting of a cow
boy on a bucking bronco that appeared
on the cover of The Saturday Evening
Post for February 21,1903.

By the time Wyeth graduated from the
Howard Pyle School in 1904, he had been
thoroughly infected with the thirst for
adventure that Pyle considered an inte
gral part of true art. And so, under the
joint sponsorship of The Saturday Eve
ning Post and Scribner's Magazine,
Wyeth went west. For three months, he
lived the life of cowboy- riding, roping,
driving stage. Everywhere he went,
Wyeth's sketch pad went with him, re
cording a closing chapter in the life of the
last truly independent Americans.

Howard Pyle had taught Wyeth: "If
you can picture life, you can describe it."
Wyeth wrote and illustrated "ADay with
the Roundup" for the March 1906 issue
of Scribner's showing a flair for com
munication in both written and visual
mediums:

The sun was low and very red,
the shadows were long and thin.

Born in Needham, Massachusetts in
1882, Newell Convers Wyeth was, to be
sure, a native New England artist. His
ancestor, Nicholas Wyeth, had comefrom
Wales to Massachusetts in 1647. While
the paintings done at his summer home
at Port Clyde, Maine bespeak his heri
tage, N.C. Wyeth was not at all provin
cial. He loved all of America and por
trayed his land and its people with
affection.

Wyeth credited his performance ofboy
hood farm chores for his first lesson in
artistic training. Many ofhis pictures de
pict life on the farm, and Wyeth knew
firsthand how a man held a plow or
scythe, and how corn growing in the field
should look.

While still in his teens, Wyeth studied
at the Eric Pape School of Art and with
Charles H. Davis in Mystic, Connecticut.
On his 20th birthday, Wyeth met re
nowned artist Howard Pyle at his Wil
mington, Delaware Art School for the
first time. Known for his vigorous and
imaginative style of illustration, Pyle
strongly influenced and inspired his
young protege.

Wyeth sold his first piece of artwork

The Hunter from the June
1907 issue of The Outing Magazine

1913 illustration for Robert Louis
Stevenson's Kidnapped

1917 illustration for The
Boy's King Arthur
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The Scythers in Scribner's Magazine, 1908: A farm worker
in hisyouth, Wyeth ached in empathy after painting such scenes

Following a reign as the premier
American western artist ofthe early 20th
Century, Wyeth married Carolyn B.
Beckius-and settled in rural Chadds
Ford, Pennsylvania, which reminded
him of his home in rural New England.
This setting provided the inspiration for
many of Wyeth's country-motif works.
(As well as the inspiration to raise a fam
ily of children, including Andrew, a fa
mous artist in his own right. ) In such
paintings as "Mowing" and ''The Scy
thers," we can almost feel the sun beat
down upon us, and smell the newmown
hay - so realistically does Wyeth por
tray the expansiveness and lushness of
the fields. Wyeth explained his success
ful capture ofthe spirit offarmlife: "After
painting action scenes I have ached for
hours because ofhaving put myself in the
other fellow's shoes as I realized him on
canvas."

N.C. Wyeth's adventurous side sur
faced in the illustrations he did for a se
ries of Scribner Illustrated Classics:
Treasure Island, Kidnapped, The Black
Arrow, and David Balfour. His bucca
neers are so true to life that the viewer
can almost hear them sing: "Fifteen men
on a dead man's chest . .. YoHo Ho and
a bottle of rum!" Equally appealing are .
his paintings of Robin Hood and King
Arthur's knights . "Robin Meets Maid
Marian" shows his appreciation of true
romance, as does Patricia Mullens (who
bears a striking resemblance to Maid
Marian!) admonishing John Alden to

1920 illustration for Longfellow's
The Courtship of Miles Standish

speak for himself.
A successful commercial artist, Wyeth

excelled at historic depictions commis
sioned by national retailers to promote
their products. These included a series
of patriotic posters sponsored by the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and several art
series sponsored by the John Morrell
meat company, namely: "America in the
Making," ''The Romance of Commerce,"
and "Flags in American History."

N.C.Wyeth always longed to be a land
scape painter and, as his career pro
gressed, he reduced his commercial as-

signments to devote more attention to
such work. He loved the outdoors,
whether the Pennsylvania farm country
or the coast of Maine. To view the land
scapes of N.C. Wyeth is to see the words
of patriotic hymns in color - purple
mountains, amber waves ofgrain, oceans
white with foam. If you seek a shot of
inspiration and a strengthened love of
your country, you need only view a col
lection of Wyeth's art works in a book at
the local library. You will come away
singing "America the Beautiful ." •

- WARRENP. MAss
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OPINION PAST

Taste and the Sane Mind
Excerpted from America's Steadfast

Dream (1971) by E. Merrill Root ($4.95
plus $1 postage and handlingfrom Gen
eral Birch Services Corp., Belmont, MA
02178). .

A great physician of the mind might
venture the diagnosis that a major sick
ness of the modem soul comes from the
virus of the phrase: "Everyone has the
right to his opinion."

Everyone does not have the "right" to
his opinion, but only the responsibility to
see that his opinion is right. Noone has
the "right" to the opinion that ground
glass is an excellent substitute for flour;
that loaded twelve-gauge shotguns at
full cockare goodtoys in a nursery; that
fire never bums and water never drowns;
that any and every passenger should
have the freedom to take over the con
trols of a transcontinental jet; that a bat
with rabies is as harmless as a dove. No
one has the "right" to such opinions, be
cause such opinions are wrong - and
therefore cannot coexist with Reason. It
is no arbitrary human dogma, no au
thoritarian human compulsion,that says
this: The inexorable fiat of reality and
the inexorable cogencyof reason say it.

... No one has the "right" to the opin
ion that the stumblebums ofPodunkville
play the same kind offootball as the Bal
timore Colts; that ''Vinegar Joe" Stilwell
was a general of the genius of Douglas
MacArthur; that Jean-Paul Sartre be
longs in the same intellectual universe
as Aristotle; that Edgar Lee Masters
knew the Hell-of-it in Spoon River as
truly as Dante .did in Verona - not to
speak ofthe Heaven-of-it; that Marx was
the thirteenth disciple of Christ; that
Shakespeare is the inferior of Eugene
O'Neill.One has no "right" to such "opin
ions," if one inhabits the cosmos of rea
son, because such opinions are intellec
tual wrongs.

* * *
. .. Of course, today, the relativists

and egalitarians ofthe hour not onlyseek
to homogenize the milk of human kind
ness, but also to homogenizeall the var
ious liquids of the world into one totality
of tasteless integration. I myself use ho-
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mogenized milk, though I personally
miss the pure intensity called cream; but
I will not accept the modem homogeniz
ing of milk, honey, Lysol, vodka, crank
case oil, Seven Up, and swamp-water
into one supposedly potable beverage.
Why?Because, like the artist in tea-tast
ing or wine-tasting, I keep my palate
pure - and so my taste is as the taste
of ten. With Coleridge in "Kubla Khan,"
I say in paraphrase: "For I on honey-dew
have fed, / And drunk the milk of Para
dise."When you have supped such divine
tipple, you can't abide Sartre-and-soda or
Le Roi Jones on the rocks!

Virgil told us that the descent into Hell
is easy, but hard the return. So with us.
But from our contemporary cycles of the
cultural Inferno - existentialism, rela
tivism , instrumentalism, phenomenal
ism - we may, through discipline and
pain, if only we will again use our minds
and our wills, return to the sun ... even
bringing Eurydice with us. But so to re
turn, we must regain the basic sense that
we have lost - the sense of taste. Our
contemporary descent into nihilism be
gan with our loss of taste; our noble re
ascent into reverence for Heaven will
comeonly through a renaissance oftaste.

We need, today, to cultivate taste and
the delicate and valid appraisals and
evaluations that come only to those who
have taste. That is why the Communist
Conspiracy is one of the chief agents in
the destruction of contemporary taste;
for if you destroy taste, you subvert the
strength of the soul and soften man for
the easy kill.

* * *
Recently, at "art exhibits" across the

country, the art-conformists of the hour
have been presenting as "art" a tableau
of objects where we see the interior of a
brothel with the skulls of cows set in
place of human heads, and another ta
bleau where we half-see the details of
sexual congress in the back seat ofan old
Dodge. This is defended in terms of "ar
tistic freedom," and even approved as
"art" that realizes "life." Of course no
adult mind denies that brothels 'exist . Of
course no sane mind denies that some
teenagers find fun and games in the back

seats of beat-up jalopies. Nor does any
wise mind deny that a great artist may
treat the evil that is ugly, and yet lift it ,
through quality and meaning, into
beauty .. . as Goya did. But taste says
that in life, and so in art, there are levels
- some dull and void, some rich and
valid - and that the mind shows its
power in knowing which is which - and
that the mind must never confuse what
"exists" with what essentially is, or evil
that merely "exists" with the essence of
evil as it is. It says, also, that the mind
shows its quality by picturing evil as it
is (as Goya did), and not by presenting
it as a neutral existential "fact," neither
good nor bad, but only exploitable and
scabrously titillating.

Vincent van Gogh, in his terrible, mag
nificent "The Night Cafe," painted evil.
But he knew that it was evil - and
abhorred it. He wrote of the picture: "I
have tried to express the terrible pas
sions of humanity by means of red and
green"; and he went on, "I have tried to
express the idea that the cafe is a place
where one can ruin one's self, run mad,
or commit a crime. So I have tried to ex
press as it were the powers of darkness
in a low drink shop ... and all this in an
atmosphere like a devil's furnace, ofpale
sulphur." The modern "art ists" of the
brothel and the back seat , on the other
hand, choose their subjects as neutral
"facts" of existence, in terms of the fash
ionable modern prurient itch to be per
verse and merely to exploit the manias
of the hour. Also let us remember that
van Goghspent mostofhis paint in most
of his painting not on areas of evil and
ugliness but on areas ofbeauty and good.
He lovedand painted - and the modems
of the above oblique variety don't - the
rich yet delicate beauty, the dainty yet
mighty rectitude, ofNature and of man's
psyche, as in ''The Pink Orchard," or in
his revelation of the infinite pilgrimage
ofthe soul in "Roadwith Cypresses." Our
contemporary lack of taste is obvious in
our closed, narrowed , deliberately evil
centered art, where we concentrate on
the dust ofearth, never knowing that all
dust is essentially star-dust . . . even
when Lucifer treads it. •
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